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Jyotish News
Keep eyes on
Titan Industries:
Astromoneyguru
Best Stock Market Tips

A

s per Lt Col Ajay Jain of www.
astromoneyguru.com. September 15, 2010 is represented by
planet Venus and year 2010 represented by Jupiter. Mars and Venus making conjunction in Tula Rashi. Saturn
and Jupiter are at square angel. Today Rahu is in Dhanu Rashi. Jupiter,
Saturn, Rahu & ketu are at square to
each other. Sun and Mercury making
conjunction in Leo. This combination
may lead volatile movement in Indian
stock market. It is important to trade
with levels and timely profit booking is
mandatory in short term trading. Our
advance predictions in previous article
once again proved correct. Commodity
and stocks have registered good profit.
Gold has seen one side upward movement in National and international spot

and future trading.
We have predicted
well in advance that
Monsoon this year
will be better then
expected and Flood
like conditions also
expected in different part of country.
While most of expert
gave negative news
on Monsoon. This
may be positive for
Indian
Economy
since our Economy
is based on Monsoon
too. Now this advance prediction also
proved correct. Monsoon has shown
23% better as per schedule. And
Sensex cross 19200 and nifty closed
above 5800 levels. Today Silver is expected to show weak movement any
time in spot and electronic trading.

sion, Risk management is mandatory
tool in electronic trading.

Disclaimer

The views and investment tips expressed by investment experts/astrologers on moneycontrol.com are
Today as per financial astrology, fol- their own, and not that of the website
lowing stocks may be kept under ob- or its management. Moneycontrol.com
advises users to check with certified
servation for short term trading.
experts before taking any investment
decisions.
Daily predictions
Buy Titan Ind (3099.85) with s/L Rs
3090 target Rs 3120,
3130 Commodity and
Forex
Volatility
pected in
E-trade.

is
exsilver in

Important note
Predictions are based
on financial astrology.
Consult your horoscope
before taking any deci-
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Find About An
Mystical Scientific
Astrologer??

A

n astrologer stands out as the
1 who method one or another
form of astrology to land a individuals behavior and predict future. Astrologers are encouraged to try every
out there means though, from charity
events (to obtain recognition) to organized psychic Astrologers are, for ones
most part, friendly men and women
and won’t bite.
You will be amazed on their jobs ethics.
They play it pretty and honestly. They
have respect for others and are like
any other law abiding citizens. They’re
committed to increase astrology ways
to create a lot more acceptance and
love for the world. Astrology teaches
you some thing perfectly, individuals
perhaps different, but they’re beneficial
as they are.
Astrologers don’t blindly believe in astrology, and all their methods, nor their
potential to procedure astrology. If they
discover that they don’t have a powerful scientific base and they are merely
making the guessing work, they would
leave astrology forever. In his speech
on a Mishnah, speaks that “the falsification of astrologers who are wise and
enlightened in their unique eyes.”
Psychologist Bernard
Silverman
of
Michigan
Land
University
looked at the
birth dates
of
2,978
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couples who were obtaining married
and 478 who had been getting divorced in the state of Michigan. Most
astrologers claim they are able to at
least predict which astrological signs
will likely be compatible or incompatible when it comes to own relationships.
Psychological astrologers are good for
individuals who desire to incorporate
astrology into a therapy situation, but
do not ask a Jungian astrologer around
the political trends in Tasmania. Similarly, the Karmic Astrology I have done
is incredibly useful to your big spiritual
picture and how it manifests in day-today life, but there is in no way been any
issue asking me when the next earthquake is going to be in Italy–that’s the
hold of mundane astrologers.

Horoscopes are everywhere and it is
not as simple because it used to be to
find that astrology store. On the downsize of corporation a lot more and far
more astrologers are turning to astrology application and rightly so. Horoscopes that most people inside west
normally believe of are published in
newspapers and magazines and on
net sites every day. Yet this type of
horoscope, named the sun-sign or natal horoscope, is regarded probably the
most basic of horoscopes by most expert astrologers.
Take Your Astrology compatibility Report or find more on love compatibility
with astrology compatibility Report.

Astrology &
Horoscopes – Why
People Love
Astrology

A

strology/horoscopes is the study
of celestial body movement. Astrologers believe that the movement of celestial bodies is directly related to the lives of individuals on Earth.
So, in order to predict the future affairs
of individuals on Earth, the affairs of
the celestial bodies must be thoroughly
assessed. The study of celestial bodies can lead to many conclusions that
are often formulated and presented as
horoscopes.

individuals believe that horoscopes
contain valuable information that can
provide them with guidance in their
personal lives. Horoscopes are unique
as well, because their scope extends
beyond the personal lives of individuals. Many horoscopes are often related
to the finances of individuals, future
events, and even the love life of individuals.
If you have never used horoscopes before, you can still benefit from their use.
Horoscopes often give individuals clarity about their current situations. Astrological readings can also be used as a
tool for guidance. So, if you are finding it difficult to figure out why certain
events are taking place in your life, or
you are feeling uncertain about events
that may take place in the future, you
can simply read your daily and annual horoscopes in order to gain clarity
about your current circumstances.
You can also use horoscopes as a fun
tool to make your day seem brighter
overall. Horoscopes are often fairly
positive assessments of an individual’s
life, which makes them particularly useful as a source of entertainment. If you
read your horoscope on a regular basis,
you will almost certainly be enlightened
each time you read information about

Millions of people read their personal
horoscopes on a regular basis. Many
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formation about life philosophies have
failed. Some individuals also resort
to astrological horoscopes in order to
gain a better understanding about difficult times in their life. You can even
use astrological readings as a source
of entertainment on a regular basis as
well. Obviously, there are many different uses of astrological tools, so the
benefits that can be derived from astrology are often fairly diverse as well

astrological events and feel much better about your life overall.
Even though astrological readings are
often fairly positive reviews of an individual’s life, they also provide guidance
that can appear to be very significant
in certain situations. If you feel like you
are approaching a decisive moment in
your life, a horoscope may be able to
give you the guidance that you need
in order to get through that particular
period of time. The guidance that astrological readings may inform you that
remaining cautious and open minded is
the most appropriate way to approach
your current situation. Other times,
horoscopes may inform you that a
lighthearted attitude towards your current situation may improve your overall
circumstances.
As you can see, astrological indicators
generally only provide a broad view
perspective of an individual’s life. Even
though the views that are often provided in horoscopes are fairly generalized,
they can still be very useful, because
they provide individuals with a new perspective for their life situations.
If you would like to obtain more specific information about your current
life circumstances, you can seek out
a personalized astrological reading as
well. Personalized readings are often
far more valuable to individuals, because they provide information that
is not based on a general astrological
sign. These readings are often based
on a specific person, which results in
a more specific astrological reading in
most cases.
Astrology/horoscopes certainly make
up a very interesting field of study.
Many individuals seek out more information about this science field when
they feel that all other sources of in-

Carolyn Clayton works for English Astrologer Patrick Arundell who offers
Horoscopes & Astrology and Free Birth
Charts.

Pluto goes forward:
Conservatives
Gain Power
Michael Lutin

W

hether you are an astrology
fiend or a staunch non-believer, just take a look around.
Despite all the analyses of pundits and
economists and commentators explaining why it’s happening, the society we
live in is moving deeper into a situation
more complex than we have ever seen,
and it’s not about to clear up next week.
Some people call it recession. Others
say it’s a real depression. There is also
a cosmic reason.
In astrology, we say that the transit of
Pluto is describing a social transformation of such great magnitude that will
take years to effect. We look at what
is happening now as a major revolution. It’s not a revolution that is GOING
to happen. It IS happening. Little skirmishes here, a protest there, an occasional uprising, a random shooting
-- it all seems to be unconnected, but
it isn’t. It’s a measure of social unrest
that is growing. In America this transformation will reach its culmination in
the early 2020’s. As early as March of
2011 such acts of aggression will be
reported more often by the news media
as the planet Uranus moves back into
Aries and begins its square to Pluto in
Capricorn. This is going to be a royal
battle between conservative and liberal.

corn) and Rachel Maddow (Aries).
Back at the end of 2006 I published
a piece in Vanity Fair called “Special
Alert: Horoscope USA”, outlining what
I thought would be the new Conservative trends in American politics. You
can probably still find it on the VF web
site, edited and shortened for publication, but in coming days we may publish
the unedited piece on michallutin.com.

So what’s happening
now?
As Pluto moves forward in Capricorn
the Conservative forces will grow stronger. They are nervous, and when they
are nervous they clutch. They worry
about money and their futures. With
damned good reason, too, when, no
matter who you are, you see yourself
spending twenty dollars for a roll of paper towel and a bag of spinach, with
health insurance skyrocketing, more
jobs being lost. Rent, mortgages, credit
cards, college tuition hanging over
your head, real estate going nowhere,
and the retirement joke? There’s a
ninety-one year old man in California
who is now a greeter at Home Depot.
Conservatives usually have more to
lose. And at this point it is no longer
a question of Democrat-Republican
any more. It all depends on your income and how much you have to lose.
No matter what you hear from the

Hot Flash Aside: Coming soon in
the public arena -- a hot confrontation between Sean Hannity (Capri-
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White House about all the help going
to the masses, the ultra Conservatives
will be putting the squeeze on the little guy. They see the little guy as disruptive and dangerous. They look at
liberals as undisciplined as drunken
teenagers speeding down the freeway. Conservatives abhor all the liberal ideas of foolish spending on social
programs that they believe only serve
to create lazy, dependent parasites
sucking the life blood of hard-working
taxpayers. The little guys (liberal men
and women, of course) see the Conservatives as self-serving slave masters who create products nobody really
needs backed up by seductive advertising, tempting the masses to buy outsourced slave-produced crap, which in
turn forces the masses to work for the
slave masters to pay for the products,
offering as a perk ant-depressant and
pain-killing drugs to keep them quiet.
Wild antics and widespread rioting
won’t work, mainly because Pluto in
Capricorn describes a regime that a)
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believes in order and
b) will never surrender its power easily
or quietly. Pluto in
Capricorn is either
oppressive tyranny
born out of deepseated
starvation
anxiety and the fear
of losing control, or
on the other side a
sense of victimization on the part of
the masses fighting
a losing battle against
a corrupt regime they are
sure has gone crazy. There
is, however, a higher manifestation of
this transit. It can engender a gritty determination on everybody’s part to understand that the current obstacles are
actually helping us all to get better at
grasping the problems of living in a material society, more aware of how the political, economic, and social conditions
you may have thought were remote and
did not touch you, in fact do. They touch
you deeply and personally, reaching
right into your living room window like
the arm of King Kong in the movies.

Underneath it all lies your ability to
make a long-term commitment to rightthinking prosperity over the next fifteen
years. Right-thinking prosperity brings
the flow of wealth and a sense of well
being to you and your life, at the same
time that your pursuits contribute to the
happiness, well being, and prosperity
of others.
That’s what being rich is supposed to
be all about.

‘Amazing World’
Swiss Watch Found in
400-Year Old Chinese
Tomb

W

hile some mysteries are occasionally solved, the majority tend to live on forever without the truth being revealed. One in
the latter category concerns the recent
discovery of a century-old Swiss watch
discovered in an ancient Chinese tomb
that has been sealed for more than 400
years.
How did it get there? This is the question haunting the archaeologists who
discovered the Swiss watch in an ancient tomb in Shangsi, southern China,
they believed had not been opened
since its occupant’s funeral, which occurred during the Ming Dynasty (1516th centuries).
The miniature watch, which is in the
shape of a ring, is thought to be barely
a century old. The mysterious timepiece was encrusted in mud and rock
and had stopped at 10:06 am. On the
back of the watch, the word, ‘Swiss’ is
engraved.
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care to ensure that it isn’t something
that can come back and kill you. A man
in India learned this the hard way when
he nearly died after eating a highly venomous snake.
Now, to be fair, the snake was dead,
the victim of revenge by one Zaver
Rathod, a 35-year old man whose
grasp on common sense and reason
apparently weakens when incredibly
small amounts of money are involved.
Rathod, who killed the snake after it bit
his friend in the city of Surat, was encouraged by his friends to eat the dead
snake for 100 rupees.

Its presence raises more questions
than answers… like: Where did the
watch come from? Could the watch/
ring have been planted at the tomb, but
if so, why and by whom?
The known facts do not really help in
this case.
The Ming Dynasty did have its own
unique age of watch making, but
that does not explain why the word,
â€˜Swiss’ on the back of the watch is
engraved in English. In Geneva, Switzerland, other languages were more
common, namely French and German.
In 1541 in Geneva, there was a ban on
flashy jewelry, so the idea of a watch/
ring might make some sense, as a
watch was considered practical and
essential. Still, there is no record anywhere of ring/watches being popular
in Europe until after 1780, which only
deepens the mystery.
The archaeologists were filming a
documentary with two journalists when
they made the puzzling discovery.
The dig has been suspended and researchers are currently awaiting the
arrival of some experts from Beijing to
help them unravel this most unsettling
mystery.

The farm laborer eventually became
violently ill and ultimately ending up in
the hospital with a severe case of nausea and vomiting. In between the violent expelling of his stomach contents,
one can only presume he was laughing over the fact that he totally won the
bet.
Lucky for Mr. Rathod, the doctors in the
hospital that was lucky enough to treat
him managed to remove most of the
venom before it seeped into his bloodstream and killed him. According to the
Times of India, he’ll recover, presumably at the expense of his dignity.
The type of snake in question is unknown, but seeing as there are four
venomous snakes that are incredibly
common to India (known as the “Big
Four“), it was probably one of the following: Indian cobra, common krait,
Russell’s viper (pictured), and the sawscaled viper.
Mr Rathod fled today to escape the
glare of the Indian media, as reporters
descended on the hospital to interview
him.

Grown Man Has Tantrum:
Torches Home After
Mother Dumps Toys

Indian Man Escapes
Death After Swallowing
Snake on $2 Bet

“The only difference between men and
boys is the price of their toys,” were
words once spoken by an anonymous
observer of human nature. A child having a tantrum is unpleasant enough to
witness, but when an adult throws a fit,
the repercussions can be far more serious and potentially lethal.

If you’re going to make a bet for a measly $2.42, you should probably take

Yoshifumi Takabe, aged 30 and still
living with his mother, actually burned

down the family home in response to
his mother throwing out some of his favorite toys from the “Gundam” animation series. The robots were stacked
to the ceiling of their home and he had
enough of them to fill 300 boxes!
No one was injured in the fire, but the
blaze completely destroyed the twostorey wooden house in Kasai, Hyogo
prefecture.
“The Gundam figures are like the partners I spend my life with. I wanted to
die with them in a fire if they were to
be thrown out,” he commented after
pleading guilty at western Kobe’s District Court.
Dating back to the 1970s, The Mobile
Suit Gundam series was based on an
animation television show about intergalactic wars fought by giant robots.
It is obvious that Takabe suffers from
a lot more than the loss of a robot or
two. (Not even an experienced search
party could find the missing screws in
his head.)
Perhaps he needs a distraction? How
about another non-robotic, flesh and
blood human being to talk with besides
his mother? Norman Bates in gingham,
where are you when we need you?

Former Guinness Book
Champion Reclaims His
Record
Former Guinness World Record winner
Radha Kant Bajpai, 55, has reclaimed
the record for the world’s longest ear
hair.
They say it takes patience to achieve
greatness. This certainly applies to
Radha, who spent five tediously long
years watching his ear hair expand
from a mere 13.2 cm to a whopping 28
cm.
He initially achieved a record in 2005
for his 13.2-centimeter long ear hair.
However, competitor Anthony Victor
(also from India) ousted him in 2007
by claiming ear hair as long as 18.1 cm
long.
Upset by the loss, Radha once again
went to work by carefully tracking his
ear hair growth. Instead of chiming in
once it hit 20 cm, however, he patiently
pushed forward until it reached a whopping 28 cm.
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The truth is that Radha has always been
an ambitious man. “I used to think of
Guinness world record, but at that time
my ear hair was only 5 to 6 centimeters
long,” he told ANI reporters.
But it wasn’t until he sought the advice
of friends and relatives that the idea
dawned on him to pursue a record by
growing out his already unkempt ear
hair. And it wasn’t an easy task in that
nobody really took him seriously.
“At first the society used to taunt him
that why he is growing his ear hair; he
won’t receive any record for this,” explained his relative, Shiv Shakti Pandey. “But then by God’s grace, Bajpai
made a record and the same people
today say that he has really achieved
something in his life.”
We congratulate him on his extraordinary victory. But on behalf of all easilycreeped-out people, we beg Radha to
not go for the longest nose hair record
next! Or if he does go for it, we hope he
at least cuts his ear hair first—because
too much hair is never a good thing!

ॐ
			
being more attractive to the opposite
Cell Phone Ring
sex.
Tone can affect
It has been known for centuries in India
Milking Mothers
Perhaps the words, open sesame and others from the fairy
tales of old really do have
some magical qualities associated with them. At least one
seasoned researcher is convinced that sound waves can
influence the mind in ways
heretofore never expected.
In Japan, Dr. Hideto Tomabechi claims
to have discovered the magical combination of sounds that work by affecting
the female brain with a subliminal ring
tone, known as Rock Melon. Within the
ring-tone an embedded sound imitates
the cry of an infant. This causes the
mind to unconsciously switch to motherhood mode, which in turn makes the
chest fill with milk.
Featured on the Discovery channel
where he demonstrated his life’s work
with sound waves and artificial intelligence, Tomabechi insists that listening
to the cell phone ring-tone 20 times a
day for a couple of days, that one of his
subjects reported her breasts grew in
size by almost an entire inch!
The man is no sham. He is a legitimate researcher whose expertise was
utilized to de-program members of the
cult responsible for the 1995 Tokyo
subway nerve gas attacks.
There can be no doubt that sound powerfully affects the human brain. Soft,
slow music is relaxing, an upbeat tempo is energizing and
memories erupt from every
corner of recall when a song
from your past reappears. But
breast size? That’s a horse of
another color, as the old saying goes.
Dr. Tomabechi has opened
up a bizarre new door, to say
the least. The power of the
mind is amazing and perhaps
more of an untapped frontier
than the modern world realizes. He claims he has ringtones for other things as well;
memory enhancement, baldness, smoking cessation and
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that mantra holds the power of sound
to open many doors and cure many
diseases. Dr. Tomabechi has demonstrated the real power of sound to
completely de-program cult bombers
(terrorists) in 1995 and is now again
showing how sound can cause mothers to yield milk. More research in this
area is welcome as then we would be in
a better position to understand the full
power of the mantra sounds we have
received from the Vedic seers.

Forensic Astrology
Lucknow: If sky is the limit, the Uttar
Pradesh Police is all set to go a step
further — to the stars, by working out
criminal cases with the help of astrology, or rather Forensic Astrology. Some
of the world’s best police departments
are already into Forensic Astrology —
the art of using horary in combination
with birth charts to determine the nature of events as they occurred in an
unsolved crime. And UPP top brass feel
that this largest police force in the world
must also keep pace with the best.
Officials at the Forensic Science Laboratory (FSL) Lucknow, are already
looking for a site where this innovative
unit could be housed. Recently, director FSL, Lucknow, Shyam Bihari Upadhyay visited Moradabad, reportedly, to
finalise if any such lab could come up
there as well. Needless to say that a
unit at FSL, Lucknow has already been
finalised.
But the highly innovative approach has
apparently not gone down well with
most of the serving senior police officials and almost all the retired ones,
who were contacted by the TOI. The
general perception against the proposed move was that there were dozens of other areas that need immediate
attention.
However, some of the serving officers,
who are backing the concept, opined
that it was an opportunity to find a new
face for the UPP, which has been synonymous with “third degree torture” of
suspects to force them confess to a
crime.
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Serial Killers
Pt. Sanjay Rath

T

his is the second
part of our proposal
- a ‘Jyotiṣa Theory
on Multiple Murderers
using standard jyotiṣa
methods and dicta.
Comments are invited for
further development of
this theory. To prove its
merit in being accepted
as a useful subject of
study in colleges, jyotiṣa
must provide for methods
and tools to support the
continued existence
of human beings. Control of criminal
behaviour has been one of the biggest
challenges facing human societies since
their very inception. Crime stems from
deviant behaviour that is otherwise very
difficult to identify in young members of a

society and control is restricted to bringing
the criminal to book after the event. This is
the beginning of a study to use jyotiṣa tools
and methods to assist in early identification
and correction. While at present our studies
maybe restricted to identifying the germs
that led to the disease and weeding or
curing them, the ultimate objective should
be prevention rather than cure. The series
started from Jul-Sep, 2010 issue of JD.

David Berkowitz (Visionary)
Data: June 1, 1953; 4:52 pm; 73 W 57’, 40
N 39’ Brooklyn, New York, USA
Son of Sam
David Berkowitz, better known as Son
of Sam, is an infamous 1970s New York
City serial killer who killed six people
and wounded several others. His crimes
became legendary because of the
bizarre content in the letters that he
wrote to the police and the media
and his reasons for committing the
attacks. ‘Operation Omega’ with over
200 detectives was formed to nab him,
before he killed again.
Some striking similarities with the
previous chart of Herbert Mullin. The
seventh lord is ātmakāraka and is ill
placed in duṣthāna (6, 8, 12) or 3rd
and 11th bhāva. In this chart, Mars is
the ātmakāraka and is placed in the
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8 bhāva afflicted by bādhakeśa Sun where
as in the chart of Mullin, the ātmakāraka
Venus as in the 11th bhāva in bādhaka rāśi.
There is parivartana yoga between Venus
and Mars involving the bad houses 7th and
8th bhāva thereby bringing in the influence
of sex hormones plaguing the mind.
th

Ātmakāraka associating with the Sun and
7th house clearly indicates one who will
want to bring about some radical changes
in the world around him or ‘his world’. How
the native will choose to do this and what
are the changes he seeks, is indicated by
the influences on the ātmakāraka. Bādhaka
sthāna or bādhakeśa influencing the
ātmakāraka indicates some supernatural
or supernormal influences leading to
psychiatric disorders. Normally, this is
attributed to the devil, Satan, Ginn, ghosts
and ghouls, vampires or any such entity.
The involvement of Venus, a very emotional
planet seeking innocence, leads to sexual
disturbances but mostly in the mind. Mullin
thought he was homosexual while he was
not and had a regular girlfriend. Berkowitz
joined the army [Mars in 11th house from
āruḍha lagna] and after three years he
left the service [Mars is Ātmakāraka in 8th
house]. During that time he had his one
and only sexual experience [Mars is 7th
lord] with a prostitute and caught a venereal
disease [Mars in 8th bhāva]. Since Mars
is ātmakāraka, at a soul level he would
start believing that god punished him for
his sins. Here starts the ‘need to clean the
world’ story.
Childhood
Moon in the 4th bhāva is with Rāhu. While
this may seem like a rājayoga involving
the lords of the 5th and 10th houses and
the Moon in digbala, it is far from that as
these planets are terrible enemies and
shows unresolved conflicts about home
and mother.
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David Berkowitz
was born Richard
David Falco in
Brooklyn, New
York. His mother,
Betty Broder, was
married to Anthony
Falco, with whom
she had a daughter
before the couple
separated without
legally divorcing.
After this, she had
an affair with the
married Joseph
Kleinman. Kleinman
suggested she have
an abortion, but she
gave birth to David and listed Falco as
the father instead of Kleinman. Before he
was a week old, the baby was adopted
by hardware store owners Nathan and
Pearl Berkowitz, who reversed the order
of his first and middle names in addition to
giving him their own surname making him
Richard David Berkowitz. Moon indicates
the identity and its affliction by Rāhu (within
2° conjunction with Rāhu ahead) shows the
reversing of names. Generally 4th lord in 10th
bhāva or vice-versa with afflictions to the
4th bhāva indicates separation with mother,
adoption and in any case the native will
feel very neglected and distanced. All this
happened in Moon daśā Moon antardaśā
and inspite of everything, a Moon in digbala
tried to save the child and give it a home.
David’s adoptive mother died of breast
cancer when he was thirteen in Mars daśā
Mercury antardaśā, and his home life
became strained in later years, particularly
because he disliked his adoptive father’s
second wife. He later claimed his new stepsister was interested in witchcraft, sparking
an interest in the occult he would later
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of contact. The curse had started to take
effect from this moment as the facts of his
illegitimacy would have shown that he is
the living product of sin – a psychology the
mind would not be able to deal with logically
as the Moon is already under severe attack
from Rāhu.
Yama, god of death

pursue more actively. Mars and Mercury
are in graha yuddha (planetary war) being
within a degree.
Curse of Jupiter
Jupiter placed in a duṣthāna, linked to
the 8th bhāva and ātmakāraka [Mars] and
afflicted by a few malefic planets [conjoins
Sun and Mars and has the aspect of
Rāhu] indicates a curse which can create
demons whose intelligence and wisdom will
fail them leading to anti-social behaviour
and sometimes, terrible crimes. Venus is
delivery mechanism of this curse as the
evil occurs in Taurus and Mars and Venus
exchange signs. Venus matures around
24-26 years of age.
The combustion of Jupiter adds to the
problems as it creates the psychology
of cleansing and purification. Jupiter will
insist on the native knowing about all ills
that plague him and that he will need to
either cleanse or be damned. This is most
undesirable in a duṣthāna as then the native
takes the negative option – of being damned
rather than cleanse and purge the sins.
In 1974 during Rāhu daśā Jupiter antardaśā,
David located his birth mother, Betty Falco.
After a few visits, she disclosed the details
of his illegitimate conception and birth,
which greatly disturbed him and they fell out

Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā started in
Nov 1974 and depression would have set
in. Saturn is vargottama and is also lord of
Moon sign (śubhapati) but is retrograde and
is afflicted by Rāhu. In the navāṁśa Saturn
conjoins ātmakāraka Mars which is not
desirable as this generates a combination
that invokes the god of death (Yama).
Mercury and Mars are within a degree of
each other and when this happens in the sly,
it indicates a battle. Mercury is defeated by
the ātmakāraka Mars, yet in the navāṁśa,
this deathly combination of Mars and Saturn
occurs with Mercury showing tender nerves
that will crack under the joint pressure from
these malefics. Graha Yuddha is far more
serious and the place of battle is the 4th sign
from the battling planets which is Leo (4th
bhāva from Taurus) [Battlefield Leo].
Yama has two dogs Śyāma and Śabala and
as such dogs are associated with him. Dogs
do have the power of feeling evil ghosts
and protecting against the dead. Berkowitz
claims that he joined a cult in the spring of
1975 in Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā. The
group introduced him to drug use, sadistic
pornography and violent crime. They began
by killing dogs, mostly German Shepherds.
Over a dozen mutilated dog corpses were
discovered in Yonkers, especially near
Untermeyer Park, which Berkowitz claimed
was a frequent meeting place for the cult
lending credibility to the confession. Saturn
is retrograde and will get back at him, for
the sake of those dogs.
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Murder Spree
On Christmas Eve 1975, Rāhu daśā Saturn
antardaśā Venus pratyantara, David walked
the streets with a hunting knife searching a
victim. He plunged his knife into two women,
one which could not be confirmed and the
second victim, 15-year-old Michelle Forman,
was treated for six knife wounds.
David moved out of the Bronx to a twofamily home in Yonkers but the demons
chased him there. Howling dogs in the
neighborhood kept Berkowitz from sleeping
and in his deranged mind, he turned their
howls into messages from demons that
were ordering him to go kill women. He later
said that in attempt to quiet the demons, he
began to do what they asked. He believed
that his landlord Jack Cassara was General
Jack Cosmo, commander in chief of the
dogs that tormented him.
He had to get away and moved yet the
demons perused him there. He believed that
his new neighbor, Sam Carr was possessed
by the most powerful demon like Satan
and the black Labrador Harvey was also
possessed. He was in the middle of battle
against the demoniacal forces and so, he
shot the dog. Yet the bloodthirsty demons
chased him and at night, they screamed at
Berkowitz to go kill, and quench their thirst
with blood.
By this time Rāhu had transited into
the Lagna (Libra) and Saturn antardaśā
had crossed the midway mark with the
pratyantara of Moon starting in June 1976.
Note the trines to the Moon with Mars, Rāhu
and Saturn and in the navāṁśa, Moon
conjoins the perfect guru-caṇḍāla yoga
which is a clear-cut combination for murder.
In Aries it shows the violence.
July 29, 1976 at 1.30 am: Taurus was in the
ascendant and Mars was in the battle field
Leo with the Moon generating Rudra (the
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Son of Sam Letter
To NYPD Captain Joseph Borrelli
I am deeply hurt by your calling me a wemon hater! I am
not. But I am a monster. I am the “Son of Sam.” I am a little
brat. When father Sam gets drunk he gets mean. He beats
his family. Sometimes he ties me up to the back of the house.
Other times he locks me in the garage. Sam loves to drink
blood. “Go out and kill,” commands father Sam. Behind our
house some rest. Mostly young - raped and slaughtered - their
blood drained - just bones now. Papa Sam keeps me locked
in the attic too. I can’t get out but I look out the attic window
and watch the world go by. I feel like an outsider. I am on a
different wavelength then everybody else - programmed too
kill. However, to stop me you must kill me. Attention all police:
Shoot me first - shoot to kill or else keep out of my way or
you will die! Papa Sam is old now. He needs some blood to
preserve his youth. He has had too many heart attacks. “Ugh,
me hoot, it hurts, sonny boy.” I miss my pretty princess most
of all. She’s resting in our ladies house. But I’ll see her soon.
I am the “Monster” - “Beelzebub” - the chubby behemouth. I
love to hunt. Prowling the streets looking for fair game - tasty
meat. The wemon of Queens are prettyist of all. It must be the
water they drink. I live for the hunt - my life. Blood for papa.
Mr. Borrelli, sir, I don’t want to kill anymore. No sur, no more
but I must, ‘honor thy father.’ I want to make love to the world.
I love people. I don’t belong on earth . Return me to yahoos.
To the people of Queens, I love you. And I want to wish all of
you a happy Easter. May God bless you in this life and in the
next. And for now I say goodbye and goodnight.
Police: Let me haunt you with these words: I’ll be back! I’ll
be back! To be interpreted as - bang bang bang, bank, bang
- ugh!!
Yours in murder,
Mr. Monster
howler) Yoga. Rāhu transited Libra (natal
Lagna) while Jupiter transited Taurus, its
natal ‘curse’ position and Saturn stood in
the tenth house, a position called kaṇṭaka
Śani (thorn) which can bring the heavens
crumbling down. Jody Valenti and Donna
Lauria were shot as they sat talking in a
parked car outside Donna’s apartment.
Lauria died instantly from a gunshot
wound to her neck. Valenti survived the
attack. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā
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Moon pratyantara. Note that Moon is in
‘battlefield Leo’.
Lagna, 8 th and 10 th houses deal with
longevity or life and these houses are
related to the ‘self’. Malefic transits in these
houses can bring substantial suffering.
October 23, 1976: Moon and Mars conjoined
in Svātī in his natal ascendant with Rāhu
and Sun. Jupiter and Saturn continued
in Taurus and Cancer. Carl Denaro and
Rosemary Keenan were shot while sitting
in Denaro’s parked car. Both survived, but
Carl was struck in the head by one of the
bullets. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā Mars
pratyantara. Mars as ātmakāraka would
not let the evil succeed as it strives to save
the soul. Note that the Moon aspects the
‘battlefield Leo’ by rāśi dṛṣṭi.
November 26, 1976: Rāhu, Jupiter and
Saturn continue in Libra, Taurus and
Cancer respectively. Donna DeMasi and
18-year-old Joanne Lomino were walking
near Joanne’s home after a late movie.
Berkowitz followed them briefly, then shot
them. Donna survived without suffering
permanent physical harm, but Joanne
was paralyzed for life. Rāhu daśā Saturn
antardaśā Rāhu pratyantara. Note that
the Moon was in transit in Capricorn and
aspects the battlefield Leo by rāśi dṛṣṭi.

January 30, 1977 at 00:40’ am: Jupiter
had moved out of Taurus but that did not
deter Rāhu which transited Lagna and
Saturn transiting the tenth bhāva. 26-yearold Christine Freund and her fiancé John
Diel were shot as they sat in a parked car.
Christine died and John Diel survived the
attack. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā Rāhu
pratyantara. Note that the Moon was in
Taurus in 8 th bhāva which is 10 th from
battlefield Leo.
March 8, 1977 at 7.30 pm: Virginia
Voskerichian, a Barnard College honor
student was shot and killed while walking
home from class. Having changed his
tactics from murdering in early hours or late
night to an early evening, David almost got
caught. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā Rāhu
pratyantara continued. Note that Moon was
transiting in Libra with Rāhu having rāśi dṛṣṭi
on battlefield Leo.
April 17, 1977 at 3:00’am: 18-year-old
Valentina Suriani and her 20-year-old
boyfriend Alexander Esau, were both shot
twice. Both died as a result of gunshot
wounds. Berkowitz left a letter at the scene,
signed “Son of Sam.” Rāhu daśā Saturn
antardaśā Rāhu pratyantara continued.
Normally we would not have expected this
date to show up but for the small fact that
the Moon was in pāpa kartari yoga between
Sun and Mars who strongly aspect the
battlefield Leo. In any case, Moon was in
Capricorn navāṁśa lending rāśi dṛṣṭi on
Leo at that time of the crime.
June 26, 1977 at 3:00’am: Judy Placido and
Sal Lupu were shot while leaving a disco.
Both survived although Judy was shot three
times. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā Jupiter
pratyantara. With the advent of Jupiter
pratyantara, his luck would start running
out, more so since Rāhu had transited out
of his lagna and he would not be hidden
for long. Rāhu is the king of camouflage,
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capable of hiding anything and everything.
Note that Moon was again in Libra having
dṛṣṭi on battlefield Leo as Lagna rising was
Taurus, saṁmukha rāśi.
July 31, 1977 at 2:35 am: Bobby Violante
and Stacy Moskowitz were shot in the car
while parked at a lover’s lane. Stacy died
from a gunshot wound to her head and
Bobby lost vision in one eye and partial
vision in the other eye. Rāhu daśā Saturn
antardaśā Jupiter pratyantara. The Lagna
rising was Gemini with Jupiter in it and
note that the Moon was again in Capricorn
having rāśi dṛṣṭi on battlefield Leo. This time
his luck ran out and his yellow Volkswagen
car was spotted, number partially noted. He
was chased by a bystander and just about
managed to escape.
August 10th, 1977 at 10:00pm: Investigating
a parking ticket given during the event of
31 July, Police saw a Commando Mark
III rifle in the backseat, a duffel bag filled
with ammunition, maps of the crime scenes
and a letter to Sgt. Dowd of the Omega
task force, threatening further murders.
Police decided to wait and when David
Berkowitz emerged from the apartment, he
was arrested. Rāhu daśā Saturn antardaśā
Jupiter pratyantara.
While Saturn continued in Cancer, it was
checked by the Sun in the sign; Mars
had moved to Taurus and aspected
battlefield Leo thereby enabling the
police to reach him. Jupiter, Venus
and Moon were all in Gemini. In fact
there was Kāla sarpa yoga in the sky,
but this time it ended in his 12th bhāva
Virgo but the most important line-up
was a graha mālikā yoga from Mars in
Taurus in 8th bhāva to Rāhu in Virgo in
12th bhāva. This 8th-12th line-up confirms
arrest and jail for a long time. He was
convicted on six life sentences (365
years in prison).
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Visionary or Missionary?
While the fact that he was a
visionary serial killer is well
documented, we cannot rule out
the possibility of a missionary
orientation as well as all the
victims he picked were women.
That was his lagneśa Venus in 7th
bhāva involved in the exchange
with Mars in the 7th and 8th houses
involving Taurus. What he did to
the corpses, by his own admittance
in the letter to NYPD, confirms his
perversion. Serial killers can be a mixture of
two types especially when parivartana yoga
involving the lagneśa are present.

Arthur John Shawcross
(Mission)
Also known as ‘Genesee River Killer or
Strangler’, Arthur Shawcross killed at least
13 victims during the period Mar 1988 to
Dec 1989 until he was apprehended on Jan
5, 1990, although his entire killing period
started much earlier from at least May 7,
1972. His victims were prostitutes in upper
New York and many others making him
a mixed type including one mission to rid
the world of prostitutes but that does not
absolve him of his cannibalism or other
crimes.
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Childhood
Shawcross was born two months premature
(Venus strong) in Kittery, Maine to 18 year
old Bessie, and 21 year old Corporal Arthur
Roy Shawcross (Sr.). Two weeks after his
birth, Bessie took the baby to Watertown in
New York State Two weeks after the birth,
Bessie took baby Arthur and moved to live
with her sister-in-law until her husband had
completed his military service. Lagneśa
Venus is very strong influence, especially
showing survival of a premature baby and
being in 12th house to show moving away
after birth.
While several later tests showed Shawcross’
intelligence to be sub-normal or even
‘borderline retarded’, he received A’s and
B’s in his first two years of grade school.
With Mercury in digbala in lagna forming
nipuṇa1 yoga with the Sun and Jupiter in
the 4th bhāva, it is not right to say that his
intelligence was sub-normal. He would
be very intelligent but may have become
warped in due course of time due to other
factors affecting the mind (Moon).
1.

Nipuṇa - clever, adroit, skilful, sharp, acute and also
delicate and tender. It shows a tendency to be perfect,
absolute master of something.

Equal number of planets in 2nd and 12th
houses with the majority being malefic
planets (Rāhu, Saturn and Mars) result in a
terrible pāpa kartari yoga on Lagna thereby
destroying the beautiful gentle nipuṇa yoga.
The brain (intelligence) warps from the
nipuṇa yoga to the pāpa kartari and as the
crimes increase, the more demented and
warped the brain becomes. It is a struggle
where the dark forces of the pāpa kartari
are winning because of a scissor grip and
the foolish (placed in 12th bhāva) lagneśa
Venus choosing them instead of the nipuṇa
yoga.
First Signs [Venus daśā 1953-73]
Venus daśā started early when he was
barely 7 years old and this matches the
recorded statements that everything turned
from 7 years age [8th year of life].
The oldest of four children, Arthur Shawcross
was sexually abused (statement) by his
mother and her friend. He also claimed that
he had sex with various family members
as a child and had trouble with other
children in school. The Moon is in the 30th
degree of Pisces in complete gaṇḍānta and
vargottama and is very close to Mars in
Aries, also in vargottama but in gaṇḍānta.
Moon does not have any beneficial aspects
and is, instead aspected by Saturn from
the 4th bhāva from it, showing this terrible
experience of being raped by older women
– Saturn and Rāhu who are in exact
conjunction at 17°25’ in Gemini, the sign
of copulation. This is his second house,
representing mouth and shows how his oral
sexual preference developed.
Violent sexual experience started in Venus
daśā Mars antardaśā [14-15 years] when
he had forced sex by blackmail with a
girls brother. In the same year he was
also violently and painfully sodomised by
an older man in a red convertible. Ketu is
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co-lord of 7 bhāva in 8 house (buggery).
In addition, Mars as 7th lord in 12th house
is with Venus and is aspecting Scorpio.
The combination of Venus and Mars in the
12th bhāva in Aries, as lords of the 7th and
6th houses is most undesirable, especially
since Mars is in gaṇḍānta.
th

th

As a youth, he claimed that he had sex
with boys and girls and as a teen, he
began a relationship with an older women,
particularly his aunt Tina, who taught him all
the tricks including oral sex. He learned to
please the older women whom he saw and
also had sex with younger boys and farm
animals. He found that torturing and killing
an animal was a great rush, especially
during bestiality. Whatever the reasons, the
pursuit of sexual gratification came to play
a major role in the life of Arthur Shawcross,
and eventually led to him becoming one of
the most depraved and brutal serial killers
in history. It is unfortunate that almost
every planet has just this focus around the
gaṇḍānta Mars – Venus conjunction in the
12th bhāva forming bandana yoga (bondage
of brain) with Saturn and Rāhu in 2nd bhāva
and enclosing Sun and Mercury in Lagna.
The ones left out are Jupiter, Ketu and
Moon but Moon in gaṇḍānta is too close
to Mars and Ketu is co-lord of 7th bhāva.
Thus, only Jupiter fails to participate in this
madness.
Marriage(s) and Vietnam
In his 16 th year (Venus daśā Rāhu
antardaśā), he was arrested for breaking
into a Sears department store but was given
probation in Dec 1963 (Saturn pratyantara)
because he hadn’t removed anything
from the store [lack of evidence]. Saturn
is a yogakāraka and is conjunct exalted
Rāhu showing someone who can exploit
loopholes in the law.
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When he was 19 years, he married Sarah
in September 1964 (Venus daśā Jupiter
antardaśā Venus pratyantara). Venus is in
trines to Jupiter and conjoins 7th lord Mars.
Jupiter aspects both the 7th lords Mars and
Ketu and is also dispositor of an exalted
Ketu. In the navāṁśa, Jupiter is in dārāṃśa
(Vṛścikāṃśa) besides aspecting the 7th lord
of navāṁśa Sun. Marriage was one of the
means by which Jupiter would try its benign
methods to control his sexuality. In October
1965 he had a son in Venus daśā Saturn
antardaśā Rāhu pratyantara. Saturn is lord
of a trine and is lord of Upapada having
rāśi dṛṣṭi on 5th bhāva thereby giving the
son. However, when the baby was barely
18 months old, in April 1967, he joined
the Army and left for Vietnam. At this time
[22nd year] he divorced his first wife and
gave up the rights to their son, whom he
never saw again. The argalā of Saturn on
the fifth lord Mercury is fully removed by
Mars and Venus in the 12th bhāva. Mars
when activated resulted in loss of spouse
(7th lord in 12th bhāva) besides going away
to a foreign country (12th lord in 12th bhāva)
for fighting (Mars).
His experiences in
Vietnam (Saturn
antardaśā) were
terrible where
he started his
cannibalism
( S a t u r n i n 2 nd
bhāva exactly
conjunct Rāhu)
when he ate
the thigh of one
enemy woman
and raped and
killed another.
He killed many
Asian prostitutes,
one as young as
11 years of age.

Arthur Shawcross with his daughter (left) and
granddaughter in 2002
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Although the army may deny this, the stars
do indicate very strongly that Saturn, so
closely coupled with Rāhu in the house of
food, would be the worst evil, especially
when aspecting a gaṇḍānta Moon.

His foreign tour of duty in Vietnam ended
in Sep 1968 in Jupiter pratyantara of
Venus daśā Saturn antardaśā. Once again
Jupiter brought him back home to his
second wife Linda came into the picture
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. Linda experienced
several aspects of his disturbing behavior,
especially a penchant for starting fires
which an Army psychiatrist explained as
“Art gained sexual enjoyment” from the
act. She saw him kill their six-month-old
puppy in a sudden fit of rage by throwing
him against a wall. Linda had spent all the
money he sent when he was in Vietnam and
was also in an extra-marital relationship.
The tendency would be to accept this as
the reason for his anger, the alibi, thereby
overlooking the real problem. Linda refused
to sign therapy papers. With the advent of
Mercury antardaśā in Feb 1969, he was
honorably discharged.
His mental state deteriorated in Venus daśā
Mercury antardaśā (Feb 1969 – Dec 1971).
He burnt the local paper mill and the cheese
factory where he was employed and went to
jail at Attica for five years. In three months
he had to be shifted to Auburn prison. He
claims that he was raped by three black
men together (Saturn and Rāhu again rape
him) and then he extracted revenge by
beating and raping each of his attackers
in separate incidents (Mars and lagneśa
Venus challenge Rāhu-Saturn in virodha
argalā). He is a hunter as lagneśa Venus
is with Mars and would be the most violent
of them all. In October 1971, in Saturn
pratyantara, barely 22 months in jail, his
term was cut short as he saved the life of
a prison guard in a jail riot (previous Jupiter
pratyantara).

He was divorced by Linda when in Jail. First
marriage is seen in Upapada in Capricorn
in ninth house which would be early around
the time one was in college or such age.
This was his first wife who gave him a son
(Sun and Mercury in 5th bhāva from UL.
The second marriage is the 8th bhāva from
UL which is Leo and is designated as UL2.
This was Jupiter in Leo – Linda. Relationship
would be tender as it is in ṣaṣṭāṣṭaka (6/8)
with āruḍha lagna. The third marriage UL3
would be eighth from UL2 which is Moon
in gaṇḍānta in Pisces in āruḍha lagna.
The signs of the Moon would dominate
the start of the Upapada and when he was
discharged from Prison. Arthur took a job
at the Watertown Public Works Department
as a handyman and married a third time on
22nd April 1972. His new wife, Penny Nichol
Sherbino, was a school friend (Moon relates
to childhood) of his sister Jeannie and had
two children from a former relationship and
was pregnant with his daughter when they
married. Moon is lord of 3rd bhāva (sister) in
11th bhāva (friend) and generally indicates
already married mothers as well as marriage
due to pregnancy. One thing is certain, he
did spend a lot of time fishing in the creeks
and rivers (Moon significator).
Child Murders
Venus daśā Ketu antardaśā was the first
crime record when he killed two children
and was sentenced for 25 years.
7 Apr, 1972: 10-year-old Jack Owen Blake
went out to play and never returned home.
Shawcross had taken Jack into the woods
and after stripping him naked and forcing
him to run through the woods, had caught
him and sexually molested him before finally
strangling him and battering him about the
head. Later Shawcross would admit to
removing the boys heart and genitals and
eating them. Although Shawcross was a
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suspect in the boys disappearance, no
action was taken due to lack of evidence.
Ketu is the ‘old red convertible sodomyrape’ which is being repeated with him as
the perpetrator instead of the victim. Ketu
is in the 8 th house (anus). It has been
established by Crime and Investigation
Network that he had already claimed his
first victim on this date, before his third
marriage.
First Recorded Crime transits: (1) Jupiter
was transiting the 8th bhāva, just as in the
case of David Berkowitz. This is some kind
of a trigger for asura yoga bringing out
demonical nature in men if such exists in
natal chart; (2) Saturn was in the throne
in Lagna (instead of 10th house for David
Berkowitz) and was with Sun and Mercury;
(3) Mars and Venus were transiting Gemini
together over his natal Rāhu and Saturn
triggering the natal pāpa kartari. (4) Rāhu
transited the 9th bhāva Capricorn which is
its maraṇa sthāna for taurus and is also
bādhaka rāśi.
Moon transit: At 7 am the Moon was
in Sagittarius having rāśi dṛṣṭi on Virgo
(battlefield sign being the 4th bhāva from
the Rāhu-Saturn conjunction in Gemini).
The body was found on 7 May, 1972 when
the Moon was in Aquarius aspecting transit
Ketu in Cancer.
September 1972: Body of eight-year-old
Karen Ann Hill was found under a bridge
near Black River, she had been raped,
mutilated and strangled. She was visiting
Watertown with her mother for the Labor
Day weekend which for 1972 was 2-4
September. It is likely that the crime was
done on 3 Sep, 1972 when the Moon
was in Gemini transiting over natal Rāhu
and Saturn while having rāśi dṛṣṭi on
battlefield Virgo. The body would have been
discovered the next day on 4 Sep, 1972 or
a day later when the Moon was in Cancer
with transit Ketu.
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3rd October
1972: The Moon
transited over
Jupiter and the
law caught up
with him. He was
arrested on and
finally confessed
to both killings,
although he was
only charged
with Karen Hill’s
killing, given the lack of evidence tying
him to Jack Blake’s death. He received a
25-year jail sentence, and third wife Penny
divorced him shortly thereafter.
After serving less 14½ years of this sentence,
he was released on parole in April 1987 in
Moon daśā Venus antardaśā. After his
release, Robert T. Kent, his parole officer in
Binghamton County wrote to his superiors,
“At the risk of being melodramatic, the writer
considers this man to be possibly the most
dangerous individual to be released to this
community for many years.” They were to
be prophetic words indeed.
The remaining tiny portion of Venus daśā,
entire period of Sun daśā and most part of
Moon daśā was spent in jail. During the Sun
daśā he was the extremely rebellious with
numerous reports of fighting, minor stealing
offences, lighting fires and refusing to leave
his cell. Sun is subject to pāpa kartari
yoga. As soon as Moon daśā started, he
transformed into the model prisoner. He
courses for lock-smith and horticulture,
and began preparing for his General
Equivalency Diploma. He also began
working with mental patients as a counselor.
Moon rules mind studies and is in āruḍha
lagna but this is really ironical as the system
has allowed one serious mental patient to
counsel another.
He had also been maintaining a pen-pal
relationship with Rose Walley and when
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the authorities made the decision to move
Shawcross and Whalley to Rochester, New
York, she became his fourth wife. UL4 is
in Libra (8th from UL3 in Pisces) and is
triggering the conjunction of Venus and
Mars as 6th and 7th lords. The worst was
yet to come.
Murder Spree

Parole was a difficult time and the couple
were bounced from one county to another
due to public outcry when they got wind of
him. With great difficulty he finally managed
a job at Bognias to pack salad and an
apartment for themselves. Everything
seemed on the upswing and stability could
have returned but for Christmas of 1987
when his family refused his presents and
also refused to meet Rose or visit them in
Rochester.
Saturn pratyantara started in the New
Year 1988 and his moods darkened as he
got a new girlfriend Clara Neal and often
borrowed her car (Saturn aspects 4th bhāva).
For a year he maintained both relationships,
explaining to Rose that he was just being
nice to Clara so she would lend him the
car. Saturn in the second house without any
benefic aspects produces chronic liars. They
can look you in the eye and lie and normally
believe in bigamy or polygamy. They
consider ‘slaves’ (Saturn) to be their real
wealth (2nd bhāva) with little respect for the
Moon (social institutions like marriage and
family). Saturn will provide the necessary
experience to fuel these attitudes. Solution
lies in strengthening the Moon
to counter the evil of Saturn.
Yet in this chart, the Kendra to
the Moon are fully taken over by
Rāhu, Saturn and Ketu, with the
last being the worst.

In March 1988 in the same Saturn
pratyantara, he began murdering again,
and this time he would have just one focus
- prostitutes. Two murders were committed
in the remainder part of Moon daśā and
both were in Venus antardaśā during the
Saturn and Ketu pratyantara respectively.
In 1988 Rāhu was transiting the 10th house
while Saturn was transiting the 8th house
(kaṇṭaka Śani).
With the advent of Mars daśā (Feb 198996), the story changed rapidly and the
terrible evil of gaṇḍānta and the worst evils
of the chart surfaced. A vargottama planet
renders all its powers on the native – be
it good or bad, as if it were in the first
bhāva. This is due to its position being in
the first sign in navāṁśa counted from its
natal rāśi position. Yet being the 12th lord
and in own sign it brings down a great fire
in the head of the native. During just five
months, Arthur Shawcross murdered twelve
prostitutes of which nine were murdered in
Saturn pratyantara i.e. Mars-Rāhu-Saturn
period when the pāpa kartari was in full
swing without any obstruction. As such the
Mars daśā Rāhu antardaśā was the period
of the entire lot of murders – a combination
we call ‘Takṣaka Nāga’. To make things
worse, Saturn continued in its kaṇṭaka
transit of 8th bhāva while Rāhu had transited
to Capricorn, just as it had done many years
back when he murdered those children.
It is pointless to try to see how many people
will fall victim to the terrible venom of the
great Takṣaka nāga.
Arrest and Jail
It was Mercury in digbala that brought the
killing series to an end. Shawcross was
spotted by the surveillance team (and
by an eyewitness) standing near his car,
apparently urinating, on a bridge over
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Sanjay Rath

#
Name
1.
Dorothy Blackburn
No Murders
2.
Anna Marie Steffen
No Murders
3.
Dorothy Keeler Homeless
4.
Patricia Ives
5.
June Stotts
6.
Marie Welch
7.
Frances Brown
8.
Kimberly Logan

Age
27

Disappeared
Mar 18, 1988

Found
Mar 24, 1988

28

Jul 9, 1988

Sep 11, 1988

59
25
30
22
22
30

Jul. 29, 1989
Sep 29, 1989
Oct 23, 1989
Nov 5, 1989
Nov 11, 1989
Nov 15, 1989

Oct. 21, 1989
Oct 27, 1989
Nov 23, 1989
Jan 5, 1990
Nov 15, 1989
Nov 15, 1989

Daśā
Mo-Ve-Sa
Mo-Ve-Me
Mo-Ve-Ke
Mo-Su
Ma-Ra-Ra
Ma-Ra-Ju
Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Sa

9.
10.
11.
12.

29
32
34
20

Nov
Dec
Dec
Dec

Nov 27, 1989
Jan 5, 1990
Jan 3, 1990
Dec 31, 1989

Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Sa
Ma-Ra-Me

Elizabeth Gibson
Darlene Trippi
June Cicero
Felicia Stephens

Salmon Creek; upon whose frozen waters
the body of his final victim was dumped2.
He was stopped in Spencerport on January
3, 1990, taken into custody and was later
arrested. He eventually confessed in
custody. Shawcross was found guilty of
murder for Monroe County killings and was
sentenced to 250 years and for Wayne
County, he pleaded guilty and was given
a life sentence.
He died at 9.50pm on November 10, 2008
at Fallsburg, New York.
The natal āruḍha lagna is Pisces and
Jupiter, its lord is in Leo. One of the options
for Saturn transit causing death is in Leo,
which is true in this case. The lagna rising
at the time of death is Cancer which is
trine to the natal āruḍha in Pisces. Natal
mṛtyu pada (A8) was in Aries and the
Sun was transiting Libra which is the
7th house from it (trines or 7th bhāva are
the options). Moon was transiting janma
nakṣatra Revatī. In this manner we confirm
the death chart as being accurate.
2.

25,
15,
17,
28,

1989
1989
1989
1989

The reasons for rebirth are clearly spelt out
in the death chart in the seventh house.
Once again Rāhu is in Capricorn and
all the bad karma and murders of those
children and all those women he did when
Rāhu was in Capricorn will be the cause
of his rebirth and consequential suffering.
The seventh lord Saturn is in the second
house showing how his sins of natal Saturn
in 2nd bhāva (what he ate and all the lies
he lived) are being considered as serious
sin in the cosmic karma records. Venus
(souls of women) in maraṇa sthāna blocks
whatever good that Jupiter in 6th bhāva can
give after-life.

Another version is that police intentionally left the
body of this final victim where they found it with the
idea that a criminal will always return the scene of the
crime. The police were right and serial killer Arthur
Shawcross was caught when he was spotted in a private moment in his car that was parked on a bridge
over the creek where his victim’s body was floating.
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Kenya Votes on New
Constitution
Visti Larsen

K

enya, the hub of East-Africa, has
had an explosive past in the short
time of the republics establishment.
Being held as an example of a wellestablished African country, Kenya has
survived much the same political problems
as its neighbours, with being occupied by
up to three different foreign invaders over a
period of 500 years, a nationwide revolution
to expel their colonisers to the internal tribal
politics and differences within the newer
nation.
This august Kenya is on the verge of their
next major transformation in their nation’s
history, as they vote on a new constitution

which will reform many of the policies
inherited from their previous colonisers,
and as many Kenyan’s are anticipating,
will overturn many land ownerships which
have been in dispute since the exit of the
Victorian powers in 1963.
Appropriately placed on the eastern coast
of Africa, Kenya’s towns of Mombasa,
Pate and Malindi became important trade
routes for Arab, Persian, South-Indian,
Indonesian and also Greek Merchants
from Egypt. Kenya’s proximity to the
Arabian Peninsula engulfed these cities as
important trade routes and later also led to
the colonisation of the same, making the
primary religions that of Islam. Portuguese
traders also visited these coastal cities for
the purpose of establishing a safe means
of trading with India. They were the first
to explore the interior of Kenya, which the
previous Arab traders had little interest in.
Yet their treatment of the locals invited
great hostility and caused them later to
be ousted by the Arabs of Oman, with
support of the local population. The Omani
trade consisting mainly of slaves, ivory
and spices invited new hostility with the
British Empire abolishing and outlawing
slave trade in the 19th century. When the
then Omani presence became too intense
for the Kenya-Tanzania territory, a call for
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help brought the grand British navy
to oust the then Sultan of Zanzibar
from the area. This is despite that
many coastal provinces can claim
their ancestral legacy to Oman
today.
With the Omani influence still
being strong in Kenya, the British
and German colonial powers
leased parts of Kenya to set up
the British East Africa Company.
The turnover of the same began as
quite lucrative, but with diminishing
interest in some trade items the
Company was later taken over by British
rule as a protectorate over parts of Uganda
and the entire Kenya known as the East
Africa Protectorate (also known as British
East Africa).
East Africa Protectorate, established 1st of
June, 1895 with Mombasa as the capitol
(time unknown).
The flag of the protectorate has the British
Union Jack with lines in all eight directions
symbolising the heart lotus (Cancer/Moon).
Further a red lion is visible (Leo/Sun). The
symbols of a country as well as their flag
are seen from the tenth house. Among the
Lagnas of the day in question, Cancer,
Libra and Aquarius have their tenth houses
strongly linked to Cancer, whereas Aquarius
further has a link to Leo. Capricorn is also
an option with its tenth house occupied by
Moon as the tenth lord is joined Leo. Among
these Lagna only Cancer suggests the
short lifespan of the protectorate, namely
a meagre 25 years. This is seen from the
weak position of tenth and eighth lords.
The first Nārāyaṇa Daśā is of Cancer
and the lord Moon is favourably placed
in Libra showing fortune through trade
and businesses. It is joined Saturn and
aspected by Venus indicating the blessings
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of Varuṇa and the seas indicating fortune
from shipping and seas. With the advent of
the Protectorate’s emergence the harbour
of Kilindini was purchased from the Elkindi
tribe. This step was essential in ensuring
one of the most successful trade-passages
in Mombasa and East Africa.
The debility of Mars suggests difficulties due
to security or battles/war. The World War I
also reached Africa and many Kenyans were
deployed as soldiers and porters having
very disastrous results. Many soldiers died
due to disease during the battles, and the
war depleted much of the food resources
provided by the African women who were
left at home to maintain the farms. Venus
is the eleventh lord of income and is joined
Ketu causing severe destruction of income
and food crops. The Nārāyaṇa Daśā of
Taurus began during the end of the War
in 1916 and ended in 1919 bringing about
the negative effects of Venus.
The poor placement of the eleventh lord
struck right at the heart
of the Protectorate’s
problems. To
encourage financial
growth in East Africa
Europeans were
invited to settle in the
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cooler highlands of Kenya. The white settlers
came from Europe and South Africa as well
and despite being able to set up farms were
not able to gain a strong enough labour
force through their African neighbours.
This was mainly because the inhabitants
had no need to earn money, and saw no
interest in encouraging the prospects of
their white colonisers. As a result the British
enforced hut-taxes and similar land taxes on
the East Africans, as well as encouraging
labour forces in the same way as had been
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done previously in South Africa.
This was highly unsuccessful. The
affliction of Venus further indicates
disharmony in the people and racial
segregation was the lore of the
day in the ‘white’ highlands where
a preference was given to White
settlers in the allocation of land, and
especially those who journeyed from
Europe. To add to the segregation
problems, Indians from British India
who had served as soldiers in East
Africa began to settle in the area
and their numbers demanded a
say in the political affairs of the
country. The Kikuyu tribe who lived in the
highlands were the most affected by the
white settlements.
Aries is the tenth house and is partly
responsible for the longevity of the
protectorate. With its advent in 1919 the
protectorate was dissolved and became
the Colony of Kenya.
Kenya Crown Colony established 23rd of
July 1920 in Nairobi, Kenya (time unknown).
The colony was named after the highest
mountain in the region namely Mount
Kenya, which the local tribes considered a
holy place in which the Gods rested. The
British pronounced the name as ‘kiinya’.
The flag of the Kenya Colony was the same
as the previous protectorate indicating
again a strong link to Cancer in the tenth
house. The colony lasted for 43 years
indicating middle life (Madhya-ayush) and
resulted in the Independence of Kenya,
following a bitter struggle between the
colonists and the inhabitants during the
last 11 years of the colony’s lifespan. As
the bitter duels occurred in the middle-life
portion the tenth house should be having
a significant affliction. Mars and Rāhu
form a terrible affliction on the Moon and
we should expect the Moon or Libra to be
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connected to the tenth house in the
chart. This gives the options of Libra
or Capricorn Lagna, and both Lagna’s
have the tenth house linked to Cancer
wherein the union jack is shown. Due
to the parivartana between Moon and
Venus, Venus as tenth lord is more
likely and thus also Capricorn as the
Lagna.

ॐ

The population was estimated in 1921
as 2,376,000, of whom 9651 were
Europeans, 22,822 were Indians and
10,102 were Arabs. The Europeans
despite being the absolute minority
held the ruling power in the colony and
other ethnic groups’ political views were
suppressed. This especially affected
the Kikuyu tribe in the highlands where
increased pressure to earn a living caused
mass exodus to the cities for work. Young
Kikuyu’s began forming unions to form
a voice; prime among them being Hary
Thuku, yet forming only few ripples in the
British policies, and subject to enormous
scrutiny among the Kikuyu’s themselves.
The first Nārāyaṇa Daśā of Cancer will
gives results of Capricorn, and the affliction
of Saturn and Mars on the fifth house of
Taurus brings difficulties to the people and
due to the policies (Bhratṛkāraka) imposed
through the protectorate (lagneśa Saturn).

of Capricorn begins in 1951 which will give
the results of Cancer. Cancer is lorded by
the Moon and undergoes an exchange with
the tenth house lord showing change of
ruler or crown. Queen Elizabeth II (Moon)
ascends to the throne of Britain and the
Mau Mau rebellion begins in Kenya. Moon is
severely afflicted in the tenth house by Mars
and Rāhu showing problems from fire and
bombs which shall shed terror in the nation.
Eleven years of severe struggle between
some Kikuyu soldiers and the British ensues
and kills thousands of both Europeans
and Kikuyu, a battle
finding both supporters
and opponents among
native Kenyans.

Segregation and sanctions grows stronger
throughout the 1930’s and 1940’s, but
with the conclusion of the World War II in
Europe, Great Britain agrees to give up all its
colonies, resulting in India’s independence
in 1947. This newfound hope arises in
the Nārāyaṇa Daśā of Pisces giving the
results of the ninth house Virgo indicating
freedom and change of laws. However,
the British are late to take action in their
African colonies and following the demise
of King George VI in 1952 some Kikuyu’s
mobilize for rebellion. The Nārāyaṇa Daśā

Queen Elizabeth II,
born 21 st April 1926,
2:40 AM, London,
United Kingdom. The
Ātmakāraka Jupiter
lords over the Navāṁśa
Lagna indicating birth
in an aristocratic
background. The
Navāṁśa Lagna is
further aspected by
Mars confirming her
caesarian birth.
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Jupiter grants her the ascendancy to the
throne and being joined an exalted Mars
grants vast properties and lands along
with it. However, Mars becomes a potential
Rudra due to its exchange with second
lord Saturn and will cause the borders of
her countries influence to diminish as soon
as she ascends the throne of Britain. The
borders are particularly those in nations in
the far south as Mars is the twelfth lord. The
exchange of Mars with Saturn brings about
a most inconvenient Dainya Parivartana
Yoga.
Her Taurus Nārāyaṇa Daśā began in 1952
and will give the effects of the opposite sign
Scorpio. As she was touring Kenya in 1952
on her way to Australia, her father the king
passed away. She returned directly from the
Kenya Crown Colony to see her father’s last
rites be performed and ascended the throne

shortly after. Scorpio houses Saturn
and the lord Mars sets of by activating
the blessings of Jupiter for vast landed
wealth. The Rudra – Mars also gets
activated and for its entire period until
1961 no progress is made in calming
the same. Britain also begins to lose
control in Rhodesia due to hostilities
and lack of economic development.

In 1961 the Nārāyaṇa Daśā of
Capricorn begins, giving the effects
of Cancer. Cancer houses the Moon,
which despite being in the eighth
house indicates perseverance over
difficulties and the beginning of peace.
Britain takes its most noble step in allowing
native Kenyans to grow coffee and tea
and create their own farms and own land,
opportunities which until then were illegal
for Kenyans. Moon is in Aślīṣa Nakṣatra
showing great ingenuity and development
and is opposite the Jupiter forming the
most philanthropic Mahānta Yoga, yet
causing personal deprivation to the Queens
influence as Jupiter is debilitated and joined
the Rudra, Mars. During the same Nārāyaṇa
Daśā the decisions were made to give the
colonies independence. Kenya attained
independence in 1963.
Kenya Independence, 12th December 1963
at Midnight, Nairobi, Kenya.
The British pronunciation of Kenya as
kiinya is abandoned in favour of the native
pronunciation namely kenya. The long ī
represents land growth and symbolises the
heart lotus which the British enjoyed great
prosperity from in expanding the colonies
earlier, which afterall is the source of their
Union Jack. The introduction of the e sound
represents partnerships and growth in trade
both overseas and within the nation which
has been the source of great prosperity in
the coastal provinces and whose harbour
trade has made its stamp on the Kenyan
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economy. Moon placed in the sign of
Libra with the Darapada and itself being
the Darakāraka encourages great growth
and new businesses springing forth from
the same.
The flag now displays the weapons of
a long shield and spear indicating the
strong influence of Mars on the tenth lord
Venus. This however continues the trend
of Venusian afflictions from the past and
promises disharmony within the nation. Ketu
is very strong in the chart and suggests
the introduction of a planet or star in the
symbols of the nation to cause stabilisation
of the country, yet up until now has been
lacking in its representation.

Leo Nārāyaṇa Daśā 1963-1972
With the advent of the country’s
independence, the dominant Kikuyu and
Luo tribes take the forefront in shaping
the countries policies. However, the close
degrees of Ātmakāraka and Amatyakāraka
indicate that there will be no opposition and
only one ruler of state. Jupiter is placed in
the eighth house and does not bode well for
any opposing parties or tribes. Ātmakāraka
is the lord over the Lagna and the one-partystate policy takes place from the beginning
of the country’s independence and colours
the first nine years of the countries rule. The
Amatyakāraka is Saturn and the opposing
parties stance for a more socialistic agenda
and leanings towards Marxism is not liked
by the Ātmakāraka and the ruling Kikuyu
dominated party, KANU.

ॐ
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Representation by the Luo tribe is
suppressed, and with the establishment of
the Kenya Republic on the 12th of December
1964, Jomo Kenyatta is the president in a
one-party state and the prime-minister seat
is abolished (Chara Kāraka replacement).
Luo members form the Kenya People’s
Party (KPU). A potential Luo successor to
Kenyatta, Tom Mboya, is assassinated in
June 1969 and riots ensue in Luo provinces
giving the government to ban the KPU,
blaming them for instigating the riots.
Small skirmishes begin in the north-eastern
province (Jupiter) where Somalis within
Kenya rebel and seek to join part of Kenya
with Somalia, as supported by Somalia,
but in 1968 the two countries reach an
agreement over the land area and Kenya
keeps its territory.

Capricorn Nārāyaṇa Daśā
1972-1984
Saturn is placed in Capricorn and aspects
the tenth house of the throne which doesn’t
bode well for the incumbent ruler. Further
Saturn in the sixth house causes Amṛta
Dṛṣṭi promising defeat of all enemies, yet as
Saturn is the Amatyakaraka and represents
the opposing party, it bodes terrible tides
for the political axis’ in the country.

The Kikuyu’s being the dominant tribe began
their rule by repossessing lands presumed
stolen by the earlier white settlers. They
however went far beyond the boundaries
of their previous territories and entrenched
upon settlements of other tribes beginning
a long dispute prevailing until today.
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Jomo Kenyatta passes away and the vice
president Daniel Arap Moi succeeds him.
Moi not very popular among his peers still
earns him the presidential seat by default.
The scene is set for a president who was
best suited as vice-president, and instead
of encouraging economic growth like his
predecessors Moi fills the prisons with his
political opponents, closes universities and
usurps farms for himself. His Kalenjin tribe
becomes richer and the rest of the country
declines with increased corruption issues.
As a reaction the air force backed by
university students attempts to stage a coup
de’ tat to oust Moi in 1982, but is suppressed
and the entire air force is dismissed.
Gemini, Scorpio and Aries Nārāyaṇa Daśā
(1984-2000)

During the Nārāyaṇa Daśā of Gemini
international pressure forced Moi to amend
the constitution to include a multi-party
system. This is as seventh lord Rāhu is
exalted in Gemini and gives influence
of foreign allies, and for the purpose
of benefitting the economy. This was
introduced in December 1991 during
Scorpio Nārāyaṇa Daśā wherein the first
election took place in December 1992.
Neither Scorpio nor Aries are supportive
of the opposition and instead support the
incumbent due to the strong placement of
the Sun. Moi won the vote but the affliction
of Mars on Venus saw mass disharmony
among the tribes causing severe disputes
and even deaths in 1993 following the
elections.
Moi who relied on using the tribes hatred
of each other as political leverage, had
the tribes target each other when he faced
opposition. In 1993 he had the rural Masai
and army target the Kikuyu’s causing mass
evictions from their land in 1993, even at
the hands of army and police forces.
When he ran for re-election in 1997 he
again won and again the clashes continued
between the tribes following.

Virgo Nārāyaṇa Daśā
(2000-2009)
With the advent of Virgo Daśā, Moi
had been banned from appearing
for re-election and as Virgo supports
the opposition indicated by Saturn
an opportunity for new leadership
in the country grew closer. Virgo is
a benefic sign in the second house
and encourages economic growth
and felicity especially during the first
3 years from 2000-2003. The ruler
Mercury is however most unpleasantly
placed in Sagittarius and the political
trials that the Kenyan people had to
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see had yet reached its peak, with bad
omens pertaining to the periods from 20032009.

ॐ
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However, with the aspect of exalted Rāhu on
Virgo it encouraged an agenda of cleaning
up corruption and exposing the politicians...
an agenda which Moi had successfully
suppressed previously by controlling the
news (afflicted Mercury).
In December 2002 Moi moved to make
Kenyatta’s son Uhuru Kenyatta his
successor and sought to win the vote
through Kenyatta.
The traditional Tithi Praveśa chart is drawn
based on the Independence chart of Kenya
to decide the tides of the year for Kenya
in 2002. Herein the lord over the fifth
house, indicating the peoples vote, has
gone to the tenth house of the incumbent
suggesting a win for Moi. However, tenth
lord, indicating the incumbent government
of Moi and his successor, has gone to the
third house of the opponent. Ketu is the
lord over the third house and is joined,
and when such indications are formed a
coalition government will take the reigns
of the country. This also suggests a huge
mistake made by the incumbent during
the election (Ketu), which is reflected by
a sudden change of policy chosen by the
KANU party from ethnicity (Venusgenealogy) to generational conflict
(Saturn).

Further, Kibaki introduced free primary
education for all and ensured an enrolment
of 1.7 million more students into primary
schools.
However, following 2003 December, it
became evident that the party politics of the
Rainbow Coalition were beginning to fade in
glory. The 2003-2006 portion of the Dasa is
governed by Mercury and Mercury is joined
Mars, Ketu and Venus in Sagittarius, the
fifth house. Mercury will always favour the
opposition and parliament pushed for more
checks and balances on the President’s
powers. This was meant to avoid the
problems that Moi’s presidency brought
with it due to the presidents sweeping
powers. A referendum was held, however
with a referendum which proposed absolute

On 27th December 2002 62% of voters
elected the National Rainbow Coalition
(NaRC) to parliament and its candidate
Mwai Kibaki to the presidency.
The country rejoiced with the prospect
of a final change in the country’s
political agenda and immediately
following the election Kenya endured
financial growth at a rapid rate due
to interests from foreign investors.
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to contest the coalition established by
Kibaki.
2006-2009 saw another election
campaign in 2007. The effects of the
malefic aspects on Virgo arise giving
the same problems as the afflicted
Mercury.
The 2007 elections began for the
presidency with the two main candidates
being Kibaki and Odinga.

power for the presidency, unlike what the
opposition wished for.
Traditional Tithi Praveśa chart for Kenya’s
independence chart, December 2004November 2005. The tenth house and lord
represents the referendum as proposed by
the incumbent as the third house and lord
represents the opposition. Jupiter is the
tenth lord and is placed in Virgo alone in
the fourth house. This is a good position for
Jupiter but is not significant. The third lord
Sun is joined the Ātmakāraka Mercury in
Scorpio. The junction with the Ātmakāraka
grants the opposition significant power
and the support of the people as well as
Sun is Matṛkāraka. Kenya voted no on the
referendum opposing the absolute power
of the president.
Believing his government to be disloyal
to him Kibaki, in answer to his defeat,
dismissed his entire government and
surrounded himself
with new elects which
were loyal to him. His
policies began to look
very much like that of
the previous Moi and
his main opponent
Raila Odinga, started
ODM, a new party

Traditional Tithi Praveśa chart for
Kenya’s independence chart, December
2007- November 2008. The tenth house
represents the incumbent namely Mwai
Kibaki as the third house represents the
opponents, main among them being Raila
Odinga. Odinga belonging to the Luo
tribe and Kibaki having strong Kikuyu and
Kalenjin support, besides belonging to the
Kikuyu tribes, made this election an ethnic
race for the power of Kenya. The fifth house
representing the people is occupied by the
tenth lord showing strong support for the
incumbent, but is weaker than the third lord
who besides being joined the fifth lord is
also in a parivartana yoga with Mars. This
makes the opposing party extremely strong
and well supported by the people.
A dilemma arises for the incumbent where
Mars in the third house is an excellent
position for them as it diminishes the
opposition and causes Rajayoga by being
in the sixth from the tenth house. This is
however obstructed by the placement of
the tenth lord in the fifth house with Ketu
causing the incumbent to cause their own
undoing and headless mistakes. Ketu is
further in a sign exchange with the Sun
showing that the government will undergo
a change in part of its leadership.
With a very tight and close election, during
the last hours of the voting count the
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election observers were dismissed as a
ballot arrived from a incumbent supported
province. This and a variety of other events
led to the following IREC rapport:
When the election was eventually investigated
by the Independent Review Commission (IREC)
on the 2007 Elections chaired by Justice
Johann Kriegler, it was found that there were
too many electoral malpractices from several
regions perpetrated by all the contesting parties
to conclusively establish which candidate won
the December 2007 Presidential elections.
Such malpractices included widespread bribery,
vote buying, intimidation and ballot-stuffing by
both sides, as well as incompetence from the
Electoral Commission of Kenya (ECK)(which
was shortly thereafter disbanded by Parliament).
[52]]

The published result of the election was
a narrow win for Kibaki and his coalition,
and within hours of the result Kibaki is
sworn in as the continued President of
Kenya. Immediately ODM supporters
launched accusations at the Kikuyu’s for
stealing the election and this in turn lead
to a massive riots in central Kenya where
ODM supporters engaged in terrible battles
against Kikuyu’s in their native villages. The
riots continued for 2 months and caused
an exodus of many targeted Kenyans to
neighbouring Tanzania and threatened to
completely disrupt the country. Kibaki
had the support of only half of his
cabinet and only after UN mediation was
a settlement reached between Odinga
and Kibaki.
By an amendment the position for
Prime-minister was reinstated and
Raila Odinga attained this position as
Kibaki kept the position of President
(parivartana yoga). This amendment led
to the proposal for a larger constitutional
amendment and the second election on
the constitution.
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Aquarius Nārāyaṇa Daśā
(2009-2018)

Visti Larsen

In the Independence chart, the Nārāyaṇa
Daśā of Aquarius has begun since 2009
for the next 9 years. The first 4½ years will
give results of the lords Saturn and Rāhu,
among which Saturn is the Amatyakāraka
promising strength to the prime minister and
the power of democracy and goes against
the previous monarchical rule encouraged
by the last three presidential terms. The
struggle between democracy and the
totalitarian rule has been the main struggle
since the country’s independence and for
the next nine years the battle will favour the
people and the democracy.
It is noteworthy that the sixth house of
enemies is also getting stronger and the
possibility of old enemies awaking to
test the borders of the country will arise.
However, Saturn in the sixth house is a most
auspicious position enabling the country to
overcome all enemies. The remaining 4½
years will bring results of the sign Aquarius,
and being the seventh house and a malefic
shows strained ties with allies which will
be overcome through the good will of the
people due to the auspicious aspect of the
Moon. This is further encouraging increased
trade and welfare to the country, with
especially foreign trade being highlighted.
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Tithi Praveśa chart for Kenya’s independence
chart, December 2009- November 2010.
The election for the constitution is to be
held on 4th of August 2010, within which
the Tithi Praveśa chart is to be analysed.
The third house represents the opponents
to the amendment and these are disturbed
by a debilitated Mars. Further the Moon
is weakly placed in the sixth house. The
Steadman poll estimates that 64% of
Kenyans are going to vote yes for the
constitutional amendment which besides
reorganising their entire constitution and
governance, will end large-scale property
disputes among the Kenyans which have
arisen since the time of the colonies.

The tenth lords are twofold namely
Rāhu which is debilitated and represents
members of government who are related to
knowledge or academic (Jupiters sign and
joined Mercury). The ministers of education
and information, William Ruto and Samuel
Poghisio are the main opponents to the
constitution and argue that the amendment
in its present form is not for the benefit of
the people. Many church leaders oppose it
due to suggestions that the new constitution
may give way to legalising abortion. Ex-

president Moi further opposes the same. The
debility of Rāhu reduces the power of the
incumbent, but the voters are represented
by fifth lord Mercury who besides attempting
to cancel the debility of Rāhu is supporting
the amendment! Tenth lord Saturn is well
placed in the fifth house of voters and
shows a clear support of the people for the
constitution to be amended.
The governments no camp is going to make
a significant impact on many votes and
could lead to many Kenyans not voting,
however the weakness of the opposition
and thus also the votes against the new
amendment are in a poor state compared
to the yes camp. It would therefore suggest
a clear win and support for the constitutions
amendment.
As Kenya steps into the next 18 years it is
evident that increased financial prosperity
for the country is underway and stronger ties
to distant foreign allies will be strengthened
especially trade giants such as the USA
(Gemini). The years from 2018-2027
promise increased peace, prosperity,
better infrastructure and a much more
cosmopolitan society as Kenya becomes a
more attractive place for foreigners to stay.
These are all very positive
outlooks for a country which
has come a long way.

Aftermath
On August 4th 2010 Kenya
voted yes for the referendum
of their constitution. The win
was in an overwhelming
favour of a yes with 66.9
% in favour and 30.1 %
against.
The election went of
peacefully with a huge
72 % voter turnout. As
expected the Rift Valley
province voted against the
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referendum with its prime representatives
being Ex-President Daniel Arap Moi, William
Ruto and Samuel Poghisio.
The opposition has gone to court arguing
that the voting results have been displayed
in an illegal way, and awaits the decision
of the judiciary. Some argue that this is
an attempt of the opposition to delay the
acceptance of the referendum expected on
August 27th 2010.
As per the Tithi Praveśa chart drawn
previously for Kenya’s Independence
chart, the third lord which represents the
opposition is the Moon and is placed in
Libra in the sixth house of enemies. This
indicates that the opposition may oppose
the ideals of the country and seek to oppose
them legally. The main agent opposing is
a Ms Mary Ariviza (Moon-lady).
Further we can confirm that parts of the
opposition will argue in favour of ladies or
mothers which brought up the abortion issue
and also involvement from the evangelical
groups abroad. However, the tenth lord is
housing great support in the chart by being
placed in the fifth house of the voters and
people. Truly the majority of people got
what they wanted.
The constitution was ratified on the 27th of
August 2010, 10:20 AM Nairobi, Kenya.
The chart for the same has the Lagneśa
Venus debilitated and joined two malefics
in the twelfth house. This suggests
that the transition to employing the
constitution will not be harmonious
and tribal differences and conflicts will
arise due to the same. Mercury is the
dispositor of the same combination and
is also the Bhratṛkāraka well placed in
the Badhakasthāna showing the removal
of these and many other obstacles
through the newly appointed principles
of the constitution.
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Visti Larsen

The combination of Saturn and Mars in the
twelfth house is a Yāma Yoga and in the
twelfth house shows a great blessing for
the living circumstances (4th house) and
land issues of the population. This particular
combination promotes that many land
issues are going to be solved. Venus being
joined these indicates these events going on
for the next 10 years, during the Nārāyaṇa
Daśā of Libra. It is also during these times
that the tribal disputes will arise.
Jupiter and Moon are most notably placed
in the sixth house in Pisces. The position
in Pisces shows great benefit arising to the
coastal provinces. Due to the devolution
of powers from the capitol to the various
districts of Kenya, the coastal provinces
which have thrived greatly on tourism and
their shipping industry stand to become very
wealthy, as is evident from this combination.
This further is going to give a great name
and untainted image for Kenya due to this
combination in the sixth house. What is
worrisome is that this same combination
will make Kenya extremely focused on their
neighbours. This scenario is likely to arise
from 2042- 2054.
The Nipuna Yoga of Sun and Mercury in
the eleventh house suggests great wealth
coming to Kenya, and this will come from
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of Sagittarius from 2020-2033, where
specifically during 2030-2033 Kenya will
show an obvious and hazardous neglect
for their nature (Rāhu in Daśā Rāśi) in
favour of further industrial progress.
This referendum will likely be a long lasting
one due to the auspicious placement
of Jupiter and Moon, whereas tribal
problems can cause certain districts to
not fully employ the constitution.

foreign connections due to the placement
in the Bādhakasthāna.
Where Rāhu weak in the third house is
greatly preferred for the prosperity of a
nation, the weak placement of Ketu in the
ninth can pose a problem. During Scorpio
Mahādaśā starting from 2020-2030, in the
first five years Ketu’s weak placement will
come to fore and give terrible mistakes
on part of Kenya. Being in Gemini this
suggests problems with alliances, financial
agreements and further also neglect of
environmental issues. These in turn cause
financial problems due to the lordship of
the second house.
Environmental issues will be most important
during the Mahādaśā of Scorpio and that

Kenya, being applauded by the foreign
community seems to be on its way
to establishing the new constitution.
Following the same, UN representatives
have warned Kenya and other countries
in Africa of possible food shortages. The
second house represents the food of the
country and Ketu is placed there in debility
showing a very legitimate fear of shortages
in Kenya. Further as the lord of the countries
gains, Jupiter, is placed in debility it shows
a cash-flow problem in the nation. The UN’s
Security Risk Index lists Kenya, Uganda
and Tanzania as ‘High Risk’ in their report
whilst slating Ethiopia, Sudan and Eritrea
as ‘Extreme Risk’. The Index has assessed
163 countries.
The assessment has indicated this problem
on the increase over the next 12 months as
food prices begin to rise all over. Among
the reasons for the price increases global
climate change has been listed as a huge
factor.
The Tithi Praveśa chart for year 2010-2011
has Sagittarius as the lagna. Venus and
Moon are in the eleventh house in Libra
indicating a major Rāja Yoga showing
significant increase in cash-flow in the
country. The second lord is in the tenth
house promising abundance and good food
all round from agricultural crops (Virgo). A
real problem in the chart is the intentions of
some government representatives during
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this time as tenth lord Mercury joins a KujaSthambana Yoga in the lagna with the fifth
lord of the people. New tension can rise
in Kenya during this year due to money

Visti Larsen

(Mercury). As Mercury is the seventh lord
this money is coming from foreign allies and
likely major foreign businesses which seek
to enter Kenya.

Bodo Babaji

B

odo Babaji, Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa, and the farmer’s
son

Once during the middle of the month of
Vaisakh in 1883 a farmer brought his
dead son to Ramakrishna Paramhamsa at
Dakshineswar Kali Temple. His son was
dead because he was bitten by a king cobra
in a nearby jungle. He was praying to Thakur
Ramakrishna to help his son. Ramakrishna
assured him, “Do not worry, wait a little
bit. Someone will arrive soon and he will
revive your son.” Thakur Ramakrishna then
ordered the farmer to keep his son’s dead
body outside the door of the temple, and
to cover it with new cloth and to place a
full bowl of milk and a banana next to the
body. Within a short while Sri Radharaman
Charan Das Dev (Bodo Babaji) came with
a large procession of Vaisnavas doing Nam
Sankirtan. They were completely absorbed
in chanting,
“Nitai Gaura Radhey Shyam
Hare Krishna Hare Ram“
Bodo Babaji was wearing a Punjabi kurta
made of fine silk with buttons made of
gold, stylish shoes, and had a walking
stick in hand. Bodo Babaji had a peculiar
appearance but he was completely absorbed
in kirtan and was totally unaware of his
surroundings. Thakur Ramakrishna jumped
up and garlanded him with a flower mala
from Ma Kali and gave him a hug. Both went
mad and exhibited asta-sattvika-vikara and
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fell unconscious. After sometime when they
regained external consciousness Thakur
Ramakrishna told Bodo Babaji Maharaja,
“He has kept me here at Dakshineswar,
has He kept you at Nadiya?” as if he knew
Bodo Babaji for a long time.
Thakur Ramakrishna told Bodo Babaji
Maharaj, “For the reason He has sent you
here, please finish that job”. In reply Bodo
Babaji Maharaja said, “You can also do
that, why you are asking me?” After a little
quarrel over this issue ended Bodo Babaji
Maharaj started kirtan. Everyone went
mad. They started laughing and dancing
with divine pleasure. The gold buttons flew
off the body of Bodo Babaji along with his
silk kurta and dhoti. Only his dor-kaupin
remained.
Suddenly a large king
cobra appeared from the
jungle and kissed the feet
of the dead body of the
farmer’s son and drank
the milk with the banana.
After that the snake made
his exit towards the west,
back into the jungle. The
farmer’s son opened his
eyes. The kirtan went
wild in ecstasy. Thakur
Ramakrishna started
laughing and clapping
his hands like a child
and shouted “Jai Ma
Dayamayi!”
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Turkey and Solar Eclipse
Vijaya Subramanian

July 11, 2010 Total Solar
eclipse and the Republic of
Turkey

T

he eclipse in July 2010 was a
Total Solar Eclipse with Surya in
Gemini in Punarvasu Nakshatra.
We can also say that this eclipse was in
Ardra as Ketu at the time of the eclipse
was still in Ardra Nakshatra.
We learnt that “if the eclipse is visible at
the time of rising or setting, the region
would face 1) financial downturn due to
poor agriculture; 2) danger or ill-health
to the political leaders and government.
Further, if the eclipse occurs during the
uttaryana, then the brahmana and kshatriya
will suffer.
Using this rule, I present the chart of Turkey
that has Gemini as its lagna, with Moon in

the lagna in Ardra nakshatra. The eclipse
started at 20.15 hrs (Turkey is GMT Plus
2hrs) almost close to the sun set time
of Turkey at 20.38 hrs affecting its natal
lagna.
The Lagna lord is placed beneficially in
the 5th house with the atmakaraka Venus
in swakshetra. This is a bit spoiled by the
presence of two malefics inimical to each
other - a debilitated Sun and an exalted
Saturn. Sun represents the fall of the
Ottoman Empire and Saturn, the Republic
that seized power at the time of creation.
The fifth house is further maligned by the
rasi drishti of Rahu.
The 7th house of relationships and the 11th
house of friends or elder brothers (other
Arabic nations) are destroyed as it receives
the graha drishti of Saturn, Mars and Rahu.
This 7th house is owned by Jupiter and this
may represent United States who are
not inimical to Turkey; however Turkey
representing Mercury does not trust
them and is turning from the 7th house
to 11th house (representing their Arabic
brothers and military). Looking at the
Narayana Dasha, they started Aquarius
dasha in 2005 which will end in 2012.
Aquarius is the 9th house of good fortune
ruled by an exalted Saturn in trine and
as such the period has been extremely
fortunate so far.
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The key question is will Erdogan fall or
fail?  And why is this important now?
Turkey is seen as a rising power in the
Middle East that is more liberal. It’s a
bridge between the West and its more
conservative neighbours, able to speak
both the languages fluently. (Note the
lagna is Gemini, Mercury is the sweet
tongued God, playing both sides). Israel
until most recently has been its ally as
well. The importance of Turkey has been
emphasised by President Obama’s visit
last year to the country.
However, recently their relationships are
going awry. Their relations with Israel
have been damaged beyond repair after
the Gaza flotilla episode that killed Turkish
volunteers. The patience of United States
may be outrunning as they are not working
with the Americans on sensitive issues.
Internally, the Prime minster, Recep Tayyip
Erdoğan has been seeking to increase his
power by passing an important referendum
on September 12th restricting the power of
judges and military. Elections are also due
in the next 12 months. He is also viewed
as seeking patronage from religious
institutions in the country which has been
constitutionally secular.

ॐ

Vijaya Subramanian

graha and rasi). However, the situation is
not all lost with Jupiter giving a rasi drishti
and is transiting the 10th house in the natal
chart. The lord of eclipsed house, Mercury
is in Cancer, moves to the 2nd house in the
natal showing gains.
For argument’s sake, If I use the peak time
of the solar eclipse at 21.34 hrs, then the
lagna is actually their 8th house which is
good being a dusthana house. This means
secret enemies are being destroyed or
scandals will unearthed. The lord of this
lagna Saturn, is placed 5th house in the
natal chart, again giving them beneficial
results.

July 11, 2010 eclipse and
how it affects Turkey
2010 July 11 Solar Eclipse: Istanbul
(Start of Eclipse 20.15hrs)
The eclipse lagna is the 7 th house of
Sagittarius in the natal chart highlighting
the problems in its relationships. This
eclipse is in Gemini which is the natal
lagna. It is aspected by Saturn (both graha
and drishti) from the 10th house, i.e. karma
kshetra but goes to the 4th in the natal
causing problems internally. Rahu also
aspects the eclipsed house (again both
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In both cases, Saturn
the ruler of the current
Narayana dasha is
placed in the 4th from
the Sun, which is not
good for the ruler.

Eclipse Timing
However, if one looks
at the timing, we get a confirmation that it
will indeed be a difficult peri od for Erdogan.
The eclipse started in the last part of the
day, so order of planets given by Varamhira
is as follows:
The rule is the planet
owning the hora of
End
the peak time will
20.38
be destroyed;
21.00
planets owning the
21.23
horas of increasing
21.45
momentum towards
22.08
the eclipse will
22.30
suffer and; planets
22.52
represented by the
horas of descending
momentum from the eclipse will benefit

Eclipse Time
No
Planet
Start
1 Jupiter
20.15
2 Mars
20.38
3 Mercury
21.00
4 Sun
21.23
5 Moon
21.45
6 Venus
22.08
7 Saturn
22.3

The eclipse was at the peak at 21.34 hrs
which was owned by Sun, representing
Erdogan. The categories of people that will
suffer are Jupiter (the judges through the
referendum); Mars represents the military
and their brothers in their backyard. Mercury
being the lagna and
fourth lord will result
in some unhappiness
after the fall out in
politics Business might
be affected because
of the cutbacks of
spending in Europe.
All is well for the most
of the weaker sections

of the society represented by Venus and
Saturn viz. women and the masses. This
means maybe there will be a reverse in the
policy of fundamentalism.

Analysis of Trimshamsa
A quick look at the Trimshamsa (S-JP) of
Turkey shows a Leo Lagna (3rd house of
rasi) rising with lagna lord, Sun debilitated
in the 3rd ( 8th from the 8th) and receiving
the rasi dhristi of Ketu, implying that
anyone who takes the position of the
king will fall ultimately. The lords of 6 th
and 8th house of the rasi chart are in the
4 th house of the Trimshamsa, showing
continued friction between the Army and
the Democratic institutions (Mars being
the karaka for military and Saturn, the
democratic institutions). However, as
Jupiter is strong in his house in the fifth,
the results are not conclusive.

Conclusion
The politics in Turkey is a heating up.
Erdogan is now looking very comfortable
and powerful, despite the hora of the
Sun being destroyed in the eclipse. This
is because Jupiter is protecting the lagna
through rasi aspect as well as strong in the
Trimshamsa. This Jupiter, represents the
backing of the religious institutions and the
wealthy of the country.
He may well succeed in his first test on
September 12th .
However, there will some consequences of
hora of the Sun being destroyed, perhaps
as financial meltdown in due course or a
possibility of military intervention or both.

References
Pt. Sanjay Rath’s workshop on Eclipses in London
Website of NASA for eclipse timings.
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Jātaka pārijata 4
Branka Larsen*

;ò(<zkanamixpaSTvyuGme घaera<zka*asurdevÉaga>,
y #NÊreoaidzuÉazuÉa<za> ³me[ yuGme tu
ywaivlaemat!.38. 10
ñañöyaàçakänämadhipästvayugme
ghoräàçakädyäsuradevabhägäù |
ya indurekhädiçubhäçubhäàçäù krameëa
yugme tu yathävilomät ||38|| (10)
घaera<zkae ra]sdevÉagaE k…bery]avilikÚaraMza>,
æò> k…l¹ae grlai¶s<}aE maya<zk>
àetpurIzÉag>.39. 11
ghoräàçako räkñasadevabhägau
kuberayakñävalikinnärämçäù |
bhrañöaù kulaghno garalägnisaïjïau
mäyäàçakaù pretapuréçabhägaù ||39||) (11)
Apa<pitdeRvg[ezÉag> kalaihÉagavm&ta<zcNÔaE,
m&Ö<zk> kaemlpÒÉanulRúmIz
vgIzidg<bra<za>.40. 12
apämpatirdevagaëeçabhägaù
kälähibhägävamåtäàçacandrau |
mådvaàçakaù komalapadmabhänurlakñméça
vagéçadigambaräàçäù ||40|| (12)
devaÔRÉag> kilnazs<}> i]tIñraOy>
kmlakra<z>,
mNdaTmjae m&TyukrStu kalae davai¶घaeramyk<q
Aa<za>.41. 13
devärdrabhägaù kalinäçasaïjïaù
kñitéçvaräkhyaù kamaläkaräàçaù |

*
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mandätmajo måtyukarastu kälo
dävägnighorämayakaëöa äàçäù ||41|| (13)
suxam&ta<zaE pirpU[RcNÔae ivzàidGGx> k…lnazÉag>,
muOyaStu v<z]ypatka<zaE kalStu saEMyae
m&ÊzItla<zaE.42. 14
sudhämåtäàçau paripürëacandro
viçapradiggdhaù kulanäçabhägaù |
mukhyästu vaàçakñayapätakäàçau kälastu
saumyo måduçétaläàçau ||42|| (14)
d<òarkrale<ÊmuoaàvI[a> kalai¶d{fayuxinmRlaOya>,
zuÉakrae=zaeÉnzItla<zaE
suxapyaeixæmneNÊreoa>.43. 15
daàñöärakarälendumukhäpravéëäù
kälägnidaëòäyudhanirmaläkhyäù |
çubhäkaro’çobhanaçétaläàçau
sudhäpayodhibhramanendurekhäù ||43|| (15)
Translation: Demoniacal and divine portions
(enumerated in these ślokas) are hereby
given where in which the first Saṣṭyaṁśa
or 1/60th part of an odd sign is named
Ghoramsa. Propitious and unpropitious
portions reckoned from Indurekha in the
reverse order govern the 1/60th parts of
and even sign. Following are the names of
all sixty Saṣṭyaṁśas.
Commentary: The wise author initiates the
series of the ṣaṣṭyaṁśa ślokas(śloka 38-43)
by explaining the manner in which the same
is to be defined. He says that the names of
all sixty portions of a sign are starting from
Ghorāṁśa in case of an odd sign and in
reverse from Indurekhamsa in the case of
an even sign.
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Table 1. Saṣṭyaṁśa names and meanings
1

ghora

- Venerable, awful, sublime (gods the Angiras, the Rishis) terrific, frightful, terrible, dreadful, violent,
vehement

2

räkñaça

- belonging to or like a Rakshas, demoniacal, infested by demons, one of the 8 forms of marriage, the violent
seizure or rape of a girl after the defeat or destruction of her relatives. Rakshas or demon in general, an evil
or malignant demon (the Rakshasas are sometimes regarded as produced from Brahma’s foot sometimes
with Ravana as descendants of Pulastya elsewhere they are styled children of Khasa or Surasa according
to some they are distinguishable into classes one being of a semi-divine benevolent nature and ranking with
Yakshas. Aanother corresponding to Titans or relentless enemies of the gods; and a third answering more
to nocturnal demons imps fiends goblins going about at night, haunting cemeteries, disturbing sacrifices
and even devouring human beings; this last class is the one most commonly mentioned; their chief place
of abode was Lanka in Ceylon; in Rig veda 10 17 &c. they are fully described;

3

deva

- heavenly , divine (also said of terrestrial things of high excellence) a deity god (the gods as the heavenly
or shining ones – vishvadeva, all the gods Rig Veda or a particular class of deities often reckoned as 33
either 11 for each of the 3 worlds or 8 Vasus, 11 Rudras and 12 Adityas [to which the 2 Asvins must be
added]

4

kubera

- or in later Sanskrit Kuvera. Name of a chief of the evil beings or spirits or darkness having the Name
Vaisravana (afterwards), the god of riches and treasure (regent of the northern quarter which is hence
called kubera-guptadish (he is regarded as the son of Visravas by Idavida, the chief of the Yakshas and
a friend of Rudra; he is represented as having three legs and only eight teeth;

5

yakña

- name of a living supernatural being spiritual apparition ghost spirit m. Name of a class of semi-divine
beings (attendants of Kubera , exceptionally also of Vishnu described as sons of Pulastya, of Pulaha, of
Kasyapa, of Khasa or Krodha; also as produced from the feet of Brahma; though generally regarded as
beings of a benevolent and inoffensive disposition, like the Yaksha in Kalidasa’s Megha-duta, they are
occasionally classed with Pisacas and other malignant spirits and sometimes said to cause demoniacal
possession;

6

kinnara

- a cultivator of the soil, a vile man

7

bhrañöa

- fallen, dropped, fallen down or from or off, fallen from the sky i.e. banished to the earth Kathas. Broken
down, decayed, ruined, disappeared, lost gone

8

kulaghna

- destroying a family.

9

garala

- poison, the venom of a snake

10

vahni

- m. any animal that draws or bears along a draught animal , horse team RV. any one who conveys or is
borne along (applied to a charioteer or rider or to various gods esp. to Agni Indra Savitri the Maruts the
conveyer or bearer of oblations to the gods (esp. said of Agni , `” fire “’ , or of the three sacrificial fires)
fire the fire of digestion

11

mäyä

– f. art wisdom , extraordinary or supernatural power (only in the earlier language) illusion , unreality ,
deception , fraud , trick sorcery , witchcraft magic an unreal or illusory image , phantom apparition ib. (esp.
ibc= false , unreal illusory) duplicity Illusion personified (sometimes identified with Durga, sometimes regarded
as a daughter of Anrita and Nirriti or Nikriti and mother of Mrityu , or as a daughter of Adharma)

12

puréñaka

- earth land crumbling or loose earth , rubbish (perhaps `” that which fills up “’ as opp. to that which flows
off the solid “’ opp. to the fluid) rubble anything used to fill up interstices in a wall feces excrement ordure
disk orb

13

apämpati

- m. the ocean

14

maruta

attended by the Maruts, Indra of a son of Dharma by Marut-vati a class of gods regarded as children of
Dharma or of Manu by Marut-vati N. of a daughter of Daksha wife of Dharma (Manu)

15

käla

black of a dark colour , dark-blue m. a black or dark-blue colour the poisonous serpent Coluber Naga
{kAlasarpa}) the planet Saturn N. of Shiva of Rudra of a son of Hrada a Rakshas an enemy of Shiva a
mountain of a daughter of Daksha (the mother of the Kaleyas or Kalakeyas a family of Asuras) MBh. i ,
2520
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16

sarpa

creeping crawling stealing along a snake , serpent , serpent-demon

17

amåta

not dead immortal imperishable beautiful beloved an immortal a god N. of Shiva

18

indukä

not dead immortal imperishable beautiful beloved an immortal a god N. of Shiva

19

mådu

soft delicate tender pliant mild weak feeble slight moderate

20

komala

Easily fading away tender soft, bland , sweet , pleasing , charming, agreeable

21

heramba

N. of Ganesa MBh. Kathas. a buffalo

22

brahma

m. a priest the one self-existent Spirit , the Absolute, Creator of the Universe, Brahma is connected with
the letter A in the holy syllable AUM

23

viñëu

Sustainer of the Universe, connected with the letter U in the holy syllable AUM

24

maheçvarä

m. a great lord , sovereign , chief of the gods, maha (great) + içvara (lord), attribute of Çiva. connected
with the letter M in the holy syllable AUM.

25

deva

heavenly divine (also said of terrestrial things of high excellence), a deity

26

ärdra

Wet, moist, damp, fresh, the fourth or sixth Nakshatra or lunar mansion

27

kalinäça

Lineage destroyed, end of lineage

28

kñitéça

ruler of the earth , a king

29

kamaläkara

a mass of lotuses, a lake or pool where lotuses abound

30

gulika

Son of Saturn, personification of poison that we, either drink or give to the others to drink

31

måtyu

death dying (deaths of different kinds are enumerated , 100 from disease or accident and one natural
from old age Death personified the god of disease (sometimes identified with Vishnu or said to be son of
Adharma by Nirriti or of Brahma or of Kali or of Maya; he has also the patronymics Pradhvansana and
Samparayana , and is sometimes reckoned among the and sometimes regarded as Vyasa in the 6th
Dvapara or as teacher

32

käla

black of a dark colour dark-blue N. of Shiva of Rudra

33

dävägni

m. fire in a forest

34

ghora

- venerable awful sublime (gods the Angiras the Rishis) terrific frightful terrible dreadful violent vehement

35

yama

(he is regarded as the first of men and born from Vivasvat `” the Sun and his wife Saranyu ; while his
brother , the seventh Manu another form of the first man , is the son of Vivasvat and Samjna , the image
of Saranyu ; his twin-sister is Yami , with whom he resists sexual alliance , but by whom he is mourned
after his death , so that the gods , to make her forget her sorrow , create night ; in the Veda he is called
a king, `” the gatherer of men “’ , and rules over the departed fathers in heaven , the road to which is
guarded by two broad-nosed , four-eyed , spotted dogs , the children of Sarama; in Post-vedic mythology
he is the appointed Judge and `” Restrainer “’ or Punisher “’ of the dead , in which capacity he is also called
{dharmarAja} or {dharma} and corresponds to the Greek Pluto and to Minos ; his abode is in some region
of the lower world called Yama-pura ; thither a soul when it leaves the body is said to repair and there
after the recorder Citra-gupta , has read an account of its actions kept in a book called Agra-samdhana,
it receives a just sentence ; in MBh. Yama is described as dressed in blood-red garments with a glittering
form a crown on his head , glowing eyes and like Varuna , holding a noose , with which he binds the spirit
after drawing it from the body , in size about the measure of a man’s thumb ; he is otherwise represented
as grim in aspect green in colour , clothed in red , riding on a buffalo and holding a club in one hand and
noose in the other ; in the later mythology he is always represented as a terrible deity inflicting tortures ,
called {yAtanA} on departed spirits he is also one of the 8 guardians of the world as regent of the South
quarter ; he is the regent of the Nakshatra Apa-bharani or Bharani the supposed author of RV. x 10 14 of
a hymn to Vishn2u and of a law-book

36

kaëöaka

a thorn anything pointed , the point of a pin or needle , a prickle sting unevenness or roughness any
troublesome seditious person (who is as it were , a thorn to the state and an enemy of order and good
government) , a paltry foe enemy in general
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37

sudhä’

Welfare, ease, comfort

38

amåta

not dead, immortal, imperishable, beautiful, beloved

39

pürëaniçäkara

Full moon

40

viñadagdha

Viña – servant attendant anything active poison venom bane anything actively pernicious
Dagdha – burnt scorched consumed by fire tormented pained consumed by grief or hunger

41

kulänta

End of the family, Kula - anta

42

vaàçakñaya

family decay

43

utpäta

flying up , jumping jump rising arising a sudden event unexpected appearance

44

käla

black of a dark colour , dark-blue m. a black or dark-blue colour the poisonous serpent Coluber Naga
{kAlasarpa}) the planet Saturn N. of Shiva of Rudra of a son of Hrada a Rakshas an enemy of Shiva a
mountain of a daughter of Daksha (the mother of the Kaleyas or Kalakeyas a family of Asuras) MBh. i ,
2520

45

saumyä

Once in RV. {sau4myA})n. relating or belonging to Soma (the juice or the sacrifice or the moon-god) ,
connected or dealing with Soma having his nature or qualities cool and moist (opp. to {agneya} hot and
dry) resembling the moon placid , gentle mild auspicious happy pleasant cheerful

46

komala

easily fading away tender soft (opposed to {karkaza}) bland sweet pleasing charming agreeable

47

çétaläbha

cold cool cooling MBh. shivering frosty free from passion , calm gentle not exciting emotion not causing
painful feelings

48

karäladaàñöra

having terrific teeth

49

candrä

glittering , shining (as gold) , having the brilliancy or hue of light (said of gods , of water [RV. x 121 and
of Soma) the moon

50

pravéëa

skilful , clever , conversant with versed in

51

kälapävaka

Käla - black of a dark colour , dark-blue m. a black or dark-blue colour the poisonous serpent Coluber
Naga {kAlasarpa}) the planet Saturn N. of Shiva of Rudra of a son of Hrada a Rakshas an enemy of
Shiva a mountain of a daughter of Daksha (the mother of the Kaleyas or Kalakeyas a family of Asuras)
MBh. i , 2520

		

Pävakaù - pure , clear , bright , shining (said of Agni , Surya other gods , of water day and night, cleansing,
purifying

52

daëòabhån

carrying a staff a potter Yama

53

nirmala

Spotless, unsullied, clean pure, shining, resplendent bright Up. sinless virtuous

54

saumya

Once in RV. {saumyA})n. relating or belonging to Soma (the juice or the sacrifice or the moon-god) ,
connected or dealing with Soma having his nature or qualities cool and moist (opp. to {agneya} hot and
dry) resembling the moon placid , gentle mild auspicious happy pleasant cheerful

55

krüra

wounded , hurt , sore bloody , raw “’ , cruel , fierce , ferocious , pitiless , harsh formidable inauspicious
(as opposed to {saumya} and {a-krUra} ,

56

atiçétala

Past or beyond the cold after the winter.

57

amåta

not dead, immortal, imperishable, beautiful, beloved

58

payodhi

water-receptacle, the ocean, sea-born

59

bhramaëäkhya

Unknown bhramaëä1 , with the bad reputation

60

candrarekhä

a digit of the moon

1 wandering or roaming about, wavering, staggering
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Starting with the word ṣaṣṭyaṁśakā and
not just ṣaṣṭyaṁśa as it would be expected
in order to indicate the Divisional chart,
the author is revealing to us additional
information. It is well known that word kā is
Brahmakshara and it refers to creation and
with that it also points out that the same
amshas or divisions are to be used back in
the Rashi chart (physical creation, body of
the native). It is from here that we can read
the principle that lordships of planets are to
be checked with regards to their respective
ṣaṣṭyaṁśas in order to better understand
their nature, being that of asura or deva,
a principle which is echoed throughout
Jataka Parijata. Being that the ṣaṣṭyaṁśa
divisional chart deals with past life karma
and more so dharma, dharma of a person
in this life can be analysed and predicted
with the usage of the following principle.
The 9th lord of a Rashi chart being placed
in an amrita ṣaṣṭyaṁśa indicates that the
person’s dharma holds the deva quality and
it has to do with the cures and immortality
that is supposed to be adapted as part of
the native’s dharma.
The author is stating that these Saṣṭyaṁśa
or 1/60th portions are indicating the asura
and deva qualities. These can be widely
read from the significance of their names
given bellow:
Aw dyvgRjata> s<}aivyeza>,
atha dayavargajätäù saïjïäviyeçäù |
mUliÇkae[Svg&hae½a ÉagvgaeRÄmana< dzvgRjanam!,
mülatrikoëasvagåhoccä bhägavargottamänäà
daçavargajänäm |
s<yaegjataeÄmnampUvaR vEzei;k<za $it vdiNt.44.
saàyogajätottamanämapürvä vaiçeñikaàçä éti
vadanti ||44||
Translation: They (wisemen) say that
vaiśeṣikaṁśā or part of the great excellence
commence with Uttama (vide next śloka)
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which is produced by the combination (of
special characteristics) of Mūlatrikoṇa,
Svakṣetra, Uccha
Planet
Mūlatrikoṇa
and Vargottama
arising from the ten
Sun
Leo
Vargas.
Moon
Taurus
Commentary: Here
Mars
Aries
the author is using
the term vaiśeṣika
Mercury
Virgo
which means special,
Jupiter
Sagittarius
peculiar, specific,
characteristic.
Venus
Libra
Vaiśeṣikaṁśā is
Saturn
Aquarius
referring to the
specific combination
Rāhu
Virgo
formed by the
Ketu
Pisces
planet in the Vargas
(Divisional charts).
So, to establish the
principle here, the author is giving reference
to dignities of the planets. We need to
know the dignities first to continue with
vaiśeṣikaṁśās.

Degree
0-20
3-27
0-12
15-20
0-10
0-15
0-20

2. meṣo vṛṣo mṛgaḥ kanyā karko mīnastathā tulā |
sūryādīnāṁ kramādete kathitā uccarāśyaḥ || 49||
bhāgā daśa trayo’ṣṭāśvyastithyo’kṣā bhamitā nakhāḥ |
uccāt saptamabhaṁ nīcaṁ tairevāṁśaiḥ prakīrtitam || 50||
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1. Uccha – Exaltation of the planet is the
highest dharma that one planet can
do. Sign of the exaltations is the signs
where planet will be comfortable; this
is the favorite place of the planet. For
exalted planet it is traditionally said that
they are akin to Śri Viṣṇu and we know
that Pārāśara in the second chapter of
Bṛhat Parāśara Horā Śāstra has give
the list and connection between planets
and the Avatars of Śri Viṣṇu. In the
third chapter of the same book, ślokas
49/502 , Pārāśara Muni has given the
signs and exact degree of the exaltation
points for each planet. These have been
echoed earlier in this work of Jātaka
Parijāta.
2. Mūlatrikoṇa is dignity based on the
working skills of the planet (Graha).
The roots (Mūla) of the karma yoga
associated with planets are their
Mūlatrikoṇa. These dignities have been
given by Pārāśara in the ślokas from 51
to 55 of the Bṛhat Pārāśara Horā Śāstra.
Summary is in the following table:

4. Vargottama, ref. commentary in
śloka 34.
Ṣaḍvarga is used in Praśna chart. Sapta
varga in Muhurta, Daśavarga in Manuṣya
Jātaka and ṣoḍaśavarga in Rāja Jātaka
(Harihara, 1980). Author in this śloka is
specifically referring to the Daśavarga
scheme, which is used in the Manuṣya
Jātaka (human births). So, when the planet
becomes strong (have a high dignity) in two
or more Vargas, it gives various effects.
%Äm< tu iÇvgERKy< catuvRgRNtu gaepurm!,
vgRpङœcks<yaeg< is<hasnimhaeCyte.45.
uttamaà tu trivargaikyaà cäturvargantu
gopuram |
vargapaìcakasaàyogaà
siàhäsanamihocyate ||45||
Translation : Union of three vargas are
named Uttama. Union of four vargas is
Gopura. Combination of the five Vargas is
Siṁhāsana.

Jupiter

Commentary: When foregoing combinations
of dignities repeat in the more than one
divisional chart, then it creates special
3. Svakṣetra or the own sign is the place or effects.
home of the planet. This dignity makes
• Uttama means most elevated, principal,
the planet very comfortable.
best and excellent. In the word dvijottama
means best of the twice-born i.e. a
Svakṣetra and degree
Brahman. Pārāśara in his work Bṛhat
Pārāśara Horā Śāstra in the chapter
Leo 20-30
77 (on Gunas) is using this word to
whole Cancer
depicted person with the predominant
Sattva Guna in the personality. So,
whole Scorpio and Aries from 12 to 30
when the planet has high dignity in three
whole Gemini and Virgo from 20 to 30
divisional charts inside Daśavarga, it
obtains the status of Uttama.
Sagittarius from 10 – 30 and whole Pisces

Venus

Whole Taurus and Libra from 15 to 30

Saturn

Aquarius from 20 – 30 and whole Capricorn

Rāhu

Aquarius

Ketu

Scorpio

Planet
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury

•

Gopura means gateway of the temple.
It is referring to the gate of the higher
Loka’s.
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•

Siṁhāsana is referring to the lion’s-seat,
king’s seat and a throne.

vgRÖy< pairjat< ;{[a< paravta<zk>,
sÝm< devlaek> Syadòm< c twa Évet!.46.
@eravt< tu nvk< )l< te;a< p&wkœ p&wkœ.12.
vargadvayaà pärijätaà ñaëëäà
pärävatäàçakaù |
saptamaà devalokaù syädañöamaà ca tathä
bhavet ||46||
airävataà tu navakaà phalaà teñäà påthak
påthak ||12||
Translation: Two vargas union is called
pārijāta. Six vargas are called pārāvatāṁśa.
When seventh varga is added it is named
Devaloka. With eight varga it is also
called Devaloka. Adding the ninth varga,
we are getting airāvata. Effects of these
combinations are special and separated.
Comentary:
•

Pārijāta means name of one of the
5 trees of paradise produced at the
churning of the ocean and taken
possession of by Indra from whom it
was afterwards taken by Kṛṣṇa

•

Pārāvata means remote, distant,
coming from a distance, foreign. It can
mean mountain and can be referring to
Devas in the time of Manu Svarociṣa.

•

Devaloka means abode of Devas. In
Puranas, this term is used to describe
Svarga loka with Indra as its king.

•

Airāvata refers to name of a Naga or
mythical serpent and can also mean
produced from the ocean. It is a name
of Indra’s elephant (considered as the
prototype of the elephant race and the
supporter of the eastern quarter)

Here we find slight differences comparing to
Bṛhat Pārāśara Horā Śāstra. In BPHS the
Vaiśeṣikaṁśās for Daśavarga are:

ॐ

Here we see that Pārāśara uses
term Brahmalokāṁśa, when
planet is in high dignity in eight
divisional chart. Also, Pārāśara
is the only author that gives
the effects of Śrīdhāmāṁśa. In
this script, that Vaiśeṣikaṁśā is
omitted. By Mahaṛṣi Pārāśara,
planet that rules over Kendra to
Āruḍha Lagna is also consider
strong.

Branka Larsen
Dignities

Daśavarga

Two

Pārijātāṁśa

Three

Uttamāṁśa

Four

Gopurāṁśa

Five

Siṁhāsanāṁśa

Six

Pārāvatāṁśa

Seven

Devalokāṁśa

Eight
These Vaiśeṣikaṁśās are later
used in this script to describe Nine
many planetary combinations,
Ten
especially regarding power,
wealth and longevity. We will
give just one example from Bṛhat Pārāśara
Horā Śāstra, to see how it can be used:

Brahmalokāṁśa
Airāvatāṁśa
Śrīdhāmāṁśa

gaepura<ze guraE keNÔe zu³e paravta<zke,
iÇkae[e kkRqe l¶e yugaNtayuStda iÖj.57.
gopuräàçe gurau kendre çukre
pärävatäàçake |
trikoëe karkaöe lagne yugäntäyustadä
dvija ||57||
One born in Cancer Lagna will live till the
end of the Yuga, if Jupiter is in a Kendra
and happens to be in Gopurāṁśa, while
Venus is in a Kona and happens to be in
Pārāvatāṁśa3 .
Example: Śri Aurobino
In the chart of Śri Aurobino (Born on August
15, 1872 at 5:08:00 am (Time Zone: 5:53:00
(East of GMT))Place: 88 E 22’, 22 N
32’), we can see that inside Daśavarga,
planet Jupiter attains Gopurāṁśa.
Mahaṛṣi Pārāśara is saying that if the
Dharma Lord (in this case Jupiter) is in
the Gopurāṁśa, the person will perform
sacrificial rites, which is certainly true
in case of Śri Aurobindo.

3. BPHS chapter 47 on Logevity
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Aw;ÖgaR> sÝvgRía,
athañadvargäù saptavargaçcä |
About ṣad and sapta varga
ivl¶haeraÔe:ka[nva<z Öadza<zka>.47.
iÇ<za<zkí ;fœvgR> zuÉkm¡zu zSyte,
sÝa<zyaeg> ;fœvgR> sÝvgaeR=iÉxIyte.48.

			

jatkezu c sveR;u ¢ha[a< blkar[m!.12.
vilagnahorädreñkäëanaväàça
dvädaçäàçakäù ||47||
triàçäàçakaçca ñaòvargaù çubhakarmaàçu
çasyate |
saptäàçayogaù ñaòvargaù
saptavargo’bhidhéyate ||48||
jätakeçu ca sarveñu grahäëäà
balakäraëam ||12||
Translation: Rāśi, Horā, Dreṣkāṇa,
Navāṁśa, Dvādaśāṁśa and Triṁśāṁśa are
called ṣaḍvarga and it has been used to
see auspicious undergoing. When saptāṁśa
is added to ṣaḍvarga, the saptavarga is
obtained. Saptavarga is source of strength
in any horoscope.
Commentary: ṣaḍvarga is used in Praśna
chart and shows how the things will develop
with time. When saptāṁśa is added,
this shows creation of things. That is the
reason why Muhurta is very important tool
of Jyotiṣa. Hari Hara in the Praśna Marga,
chapter 1, śloka 38 is giving us clue about
this.
suoÊ>okr< kmR zuÉazuÉ mu÷tRjm!,
jNmaNtreip tt! k…yRt! )l< tSyaNvyeip va.
sukhaduùkhakaraà karma çubhäçubha
muhurtajam |
janmäntarepi tat kuryat phalaà
tasyänvayepi vä ||
Translation: What is done at an auspicious
moment results in happiness. What is
done at an inauspicious time, begets evil.
However, remote our deeds, the results are
bound to be experienced in the family.
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The Vishnu Purana 4
B.Lakshmi Ramesh

ïIprazr %vac
saxu mEÇey xmR} SmirtaeiSm puratnm!,
iptu> ipta me Égvan! visóae yÊvac h.12
çréparäçara uväca
sädhu maitreya dharmajïa smaritosmi
purätanam|
pituù pitä me bhagavän vasiñöho yaduväca
ha||12
ivñaimÇàyu´en r]sa Éi]t> pura,
ïutStatStt> ³aexae mEÇeyaÉuNmmatul>. 13
viçvämitraprayuktena rakñasä bhakñitaù purä|
çrutastätastataù krodho
maitreyäbhunmamätulaù|| 13
“Sage Parasara spoke thus:
“ Maitreya ! I will answer your questions
without any reservations. Do listen
carefully to my words.
Sage Vasistha, the Guru of the three worlds,
is my grandfather. Arundhathi is his dutiful
wife, and they were blessed with 100 sons.
My father Shakti was the eldest of the lot
and Adhrishyanthi was my mother. Dear
boy, In those days, Sage Vishwamitra,
envious of the “Brahmarshi” status that was
bestowed upon my grandfather, engaged
in endless rivalry with Sage Vasistha, and
never let past an opportunity to harm the
venerable sattwik sage.
One day Kalmashapada, a king of Ishwaku
lineage, came hunting in the vicinity of our
hermitage. My Father, who was walking
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along the path .. absorbed
in deep contemplation,
did not notice him and so
could not immediately give
way. Kalmashapada’s
fragile, overblown ego
was unable to bear this
imagined slight. Thus the
King deemed it a deliberate
affront to his authority
and shaking with anger,
he lambasted my fathered
for his oversight.
As Fate willed it, my
Father, usually slow to
anger, also bristled with
ire this time and cursed
Kalmashapada, saying that since the king
shouted at an innocent man and thus
violated Dharma, he would turn into a
demon and feast on human flesh. Now,
Sage Vishwamitra had his great chance
and he seized it with both hands. He incited
the king-turned-demon into devouring all
the sons of Sage Vasistha, including my
father.
ttae=h< r]sa< sÇ< ivnazay smarÉm!,
ÉSmI ÉUtí ztzStiSmNsÇe inzacra>. 14
tato’haà rakñasäà satraà vinäçäya
samärabham|
bhasmé bhütaçca çataçastasminsatre
niçäcaräù||14
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A few of those “Rakshasas” who still
survived approached Sage Vasistha and
pleaded for his mercy and survival of
their race. The Brahmarshi, being the
epitome of compassion, overcame his own
tremendous grief and chastised me with
pointed words:
m&Fanamev Évit ³aexae }anvta< k…t>,
hNyte tat k> ken yt> Svk«tÉuKpuman!.,17
siÂtSyaip mhta vTs ¬ezen manvE>,
yzsStpsíEv ³aexae nazkr> pr>.18

tt> sN]Iyma[e;u te;u r]Svzae;t>,
mamuvac mhaÉagae visóae miTptamh>. 15
AlmTyNtkaepen tat mNyuimm< jih,
ra]sa napraXyiNt iptuSte iviht< ih tt!. 16
tataù sankñéyamäëeñu teñu rakñasvaçoñataù|
mämuväca mahäbhägo vasiñöho
matpitämahaù|| 15
alamatyantakopena täta manyumimaà jahi|
räkñasä näparädhyanti pituste vihitaà hi
tat|| 16
At the time of this unfortunate incident,
I was still in the womb of my mother.
I learnt all the Vedas and became
conversant with the extant puranas and
dharmasutras as an unborn. And, from
the day I was born, all my time was spent
in uninterrupted meditation / penance.
One day, while I was meditating, my mother
came to me and related the sad turn of
events and how my Father became an
unwitting victim. Her hitherto suppressed
agony stirred in my breast a tempest of
terrible anger. Ruthlessly brushing aside
my Brahminical tranquility, I initiated a
Satrayaga, and unleashed an array of
Adharvana mantras to annihilate the
demons and millions of them were reduced
to ashes by the rite.

måòhänämeva bhavati krodho jïänavatäà
kutaù|
hanyate täta kaù kena yataù
svakåtabhukpumän|||17
saïcitasyäpi mahatä vatsa kleçena mänavaiù|
yaçasastapasaçcaiva krodho näçakaraù
paraù||18
Halt my son, what made you so angry? This
carnage that you have started is against the
basic saattwik nature / tenets of a Brahmin,
and is very unbecoming of an enlightened
soul like you. Don’t you know that those
who resort to killing, however great they
might be, would never gain “sadgathi” or
moksha? Where there’s anger, there is sin.
Anger is the passion of fools; it does not
become a wise man.
SvgaRpvgRVyasexkar[< prm;Ry>,
vjRyiNt sda ³aex< tat ma tÖzae Év>. 19
Al< inzacrEdGxEdIRnErnpkairiÉ>,
sÇ< te ivrmTyetT]masara ih saxv>.20
svargäpavargavyäsedhakäraëaà
paramarñayaù|
varjayanti sadä krodhaà täta mä tadvaço
bhavaù|| 19
alaà niçäcaraidagdhairdénairanapakäribhiù|
satraà te viramatyetatkñamäsärä hi
sädhavaù|| 20
Wrath is the destruction of fame and all that
man obtains by arduous work and devout
austerities. It prevents the attainment of
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heaven and of emancipation. Only those
who have NOT attained “sama-drishti”
(equi-vision) would fall prey to anger,
because mercy is the might of the righteous.
What’s the use of that constant meditation,
that uninterrupted penance if one’s not able
to control anger and its infamous aftermath?
You only thought of avenging your father’s
death. Why didn’t you think that he was
destined to work out his karma in this way?
Stop this mindless carnage at once and
grant peace to the world.
@v< taten tenahmnunItae mhaTmna,
%ps<ùtvaNsÇ< s*StÖaKygaErvat!. 21
tt> àIt> s ÉgvaNvisóae muinsÄm>,
s<àaÝí tda tÇ pulSTyae äü[> sut>. 22
evaà tätena tenähamanunéto mahätmanä|
upasaàhåtavänsatraà
sadyastadväkyagauravät||21
tataù prétaù sa bhagavänvasiñöho
munisattamaù|
sampräptaçca tadä tatra pulastyo brahmaëaù
sutaù|| 22
These wise but sharp words of Vasistha
extinguished all my anger and shamed
me into peace. I quietly withdrew the
killer arsenal (Adharva mantras) I had so
far deployed. At that moment, Pulasthya
Brahma, the Originator of “daithyas”,
materialized before me with a host of
demigods and sages,

ॐ
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pulastya uväca
vaire mahati yadväkyädguroradyäçitä kñamä|
tvayä tasmätsamastäni bhaväïçästräëi
vetsyati|| 24
santaterna mamocchedaù kruddhenäpi yataù
kåtaù||
tvayä tasmänmahäbhäga dadämyanyaà
mahävaram|| 25
He said that by renouncing anger and
by upholding principles of peaceful coexistence, I rose above myself and earned
his appreciation. He wished to grant me a
boon, and asked me to choose one.
pura[siMhtaktaR ÉvaNvTs ÉivZyit,
devtaparmaWy¡ c ywavÖeTSyte Évan!. 26
àv&Äec inv&Äec kmR{yStmla mit>,
mTàsadads<idGxa tv vTs ÉivZyit.27
puräëasamhitäkartä bhavänvatsa
bhaviçyati|
devatäpäramärthyaà ca yathävadvetsyate
bhavän|| 26
pravåtteca nivåtteca karmaëyastamalä matiù|
matprasädädasandigdhä tava vatsa
bhaviçyati||27
Whereupon, I requested him ”Hey
Bhagawan, ever since I read the earlier
puranas that greatly sustained my soul,
there is a growing desire within me to
author similar compositions of immortal

iptamhen dÄa¸yR> k«tasnpir¢h>,
mamuvac mhaÉagae mEÇey pulha¢j>. 23
pitämaheena dattärghyaù kåtäsanaparigrahaù|
mämuväca mahäbhägo maitreya
pulahägrajaù|| 23
pulSTy %vac
vEre mhit yÖaKyaÌ‚raer*aizta ]ma,
Tvya tSmaTsmStain ÉvaÁzaôai[
|veTSyit. 24
sNttenR mmaeCDed> ³…Ïenaip yt> k«t>.
Tvya tSmaNmhaÉag ddaMyNy< mhavrm!. 25
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sae=h< vdaMyze;< te mEÇey pirp&CDte,
pura[siMhta sMykœ ta< inbaex ywatwm!. 30
iv:[ae> skazaÊÑƒt< jtÄÇEv c iSwtm!,
iSwitsMymktaR=saE jgtaeSy jg½ s>.31
so’haà vadämyaçeñaà te maitreya
paripåcchate|
puräëasamhitä samyak täà nibodha
yathätatham|| 30
viñëoù sakäçädudbhütaà jatattatraiva ca
sthitam|
sthitisamyamakartä’sau jagatosya jagacca
saù||31

beauty and truth. Please bestow on me
ethereal wisdom, honeyed eloquence and
a lofty intellect that would do full justice to
the exalted subject. ” Thus by his grace,
I gained comprehensive knowledge in all
matters.
ttSí àah ÉgvaNvisóae me iptamh>,
pulSTyen yÊ´m! te svRmetTÉivZyit. 28
#it pUv¡ visóen pulSTyenc xImta,
yÊ´< tTSm&it< yait TvTàîadiol< mm. 29
tatasçca präha bhagavänvasiñöho me
pitämahaù|
pulastyena yaduktam te
sarvametatbhaviçyati|| 28
iti pürvaà vasiñöhena pulastyenaca dhématä|
yaduktaà tatsmåtià yäti tvatpraçnädakhilaà
mama|| 29
Thus Pulasthya Brahma, who is revered in
the three worlds, blessed me, saying that I
would be a narrator of purana, which would
bring the Brahma Vidya to mankind in the
form of easily digestible stories. From that
day onwards, an unprecedented ability
for weaving enthralling and extempore
narrative, that effortlessly conforms to
all the five principles of Purana rendition,
miraculously manifested in me. What I
propose to say now would remove all your
doubts, so, do pay close attention to my
answers ..….
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So Maitreya! I would answer all your
queries in the form of a Purana. This
secret knowledge had first been revealed
by Brahma to Daksha Prajapathi, who
passed it on to Purukuthsa, cascaded from
him to Saaraswatha and from him to me.
Maitreya, my heartfelt thanks to you , on
this auspicious day, for you have rekindled
Vishnu bhakthi in me. It’s my good fortune
that I am destined to narrate the story of Sri
Mahavishnu, the ParamAatma, the Saviour,
and by your pariprashna, you’ve indeed
ensured moksha for me.”
Saying thus, Parasara Vishnu Purana proper.
#it ïIiv:[upura[e àwme<ze àwmaeXyay>
iti çréviñëupuräëe prathameàçe
prathamodhyäyaù

Anger
Anger is one of the 6 major shadripus
and can afflict even the most evolved
souls, as we have seen in the above
paragraphs. Sri Krishna emphatically
cautions us in Bhagavadgita that anger is
capable of rendering an intelligent and sane
person thoroughly insane by eclipsing his
discretion…
dhyayato visayan pumsah
sangas tesupajayate
sangat sanjayate kamah
kamat krodho ‘bhijayate (B.G 2.62)
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While contemplating the objects of the
senses, a person develops attachment
for them, and from such attachment lust
develops, and from lust anger arises.
krodhad bhavati sammohah
sammohat smrti-vibhramah
smrti-bhramsad buddhi-naso
buddhi-nasat pranasyati (B.G. 2.63)
From anger, delusion arises, and from
delusion bewilderment of memory. When
memory is bewildered, intelligence is lost,
and when intelligence is lost, one falls down
again into the material pool.
Sarpa Yaga by King Janamejaya
The above narration by Sage Parasara
immediately brings to mind a similar incident
from the Maha Bharata, where a yajna was
undertaken to exterminate an entire race
of sarpas.
King Janamejaya of Kuru dynasty was the
son of Parikshit. One day, a Brahmana
named Utanka came to his court; reminded
the king of his father’s unfortunate death
and chastised him for not taking revenge
on Takshaka, who caused Parikshit’s death.
Parikshit was a just king, who ruled the
kingdom for a long time after the Pandavas.
He was killed by Takshaka, the king of the
serpents, pursuant to a curse by the son
of a Rishi.

ॐ
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named by the Mantras (incantations) would
be rendered powerless and get dragged
into the sacrificial fire.
King Janamejaya then made a resolve
(sankalpa) to conduct this Yaaga and
duly made all the arrangements. He
himself underwent various purificatory
rites prior to performance of yajna. While
these preparations were on, a Shudra
named Lohitaksha, an expert in the art of
construction of YajnashAla, examined the
measurements of the hall, the type of soil
on which its foundation had been laid, and
predicted that the purpose of yajna would
not be accomplished as the sacrifice shall
be stopped due to the intervention of a
Brahmana. This prediction was in perfect
harmony with the curse King Janamejaya
previously received from Sarama, a
bereaved female dog, that his greatest
undertaking would remain incomplete.
So the great sacrifice began under strict
security. Many great Brahmanas were
involved in the conduct of this sacrifice,
including Sage Jaimini and Veda Vyasa.
The priests were clad in black, for this
was a Yajna directed towards destruction

Janamejaya was unaware of the
circumstances of his father’s death, that
occurred during his childhood. Thus when
he came to know about it from Utanka,
he immediately swore vengeance on not
only on Takshaka but on the entire Sarpa
clan.
Utanka, who also had an axe to grind with
Takshaka, then told the King about the
Sarpa Yaga, the snake-sacrifice. When this
sacrifice is conducted, the snakes that are
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(Tamasic). As the yajna
progressed, millions
of snakes, propelled by
the sheer power of the
incantations, from all over
the world, started falling
into the sacrificial fire
and perished. The yajna
continued for several days,
yet Takshaka, who was a
great friend of Indra and was
protected by him, continued
to evade annihilation. The
priests finally chanted a
mantra that would drag
both Takshaka and Indra
together into the fire. When
Indra saw his friend’s inevitable fate, he let
go of Takshaka, who started falling alone
into the fire.

At this juncture, Astika, another young
Brahmana, arrested the snake’s fall and
requested the King that the life of Takshaka
and the remaining snake-race be spared
from entire extermination. Sage Vyasa also
echoed this plea of Astika and Janamejaya
ordered the sacrifice to end. It is said that
whoever listens to this story will have
nothing to fear from snakes.

Yajna
Yajna is the most ancient sacred Vedic
ritual, which fortunately Indians have
preserved till the present day. In fact
worship of Agni was universal at one point
of time and one can find innumerable
references to support it from scriptures
belonging to various religions, like the Old
Testament. It was certainly mandatory in
every Hindu household.
Yajna is the ritualistic worship through using
the power of mantras and specific offerings
in the fire, wherein deities are invoked to
grant boons or shower their benevolence

on mankind. Its importance can be gauged
by the statement ‘yajnovai visnuH, which
equates Yagya Purusha to Narayana,
and in Purusha sooktham, the face of the
Purusha was said to be Agni through which
oblations of the devout are accepted. In the
following shloka from the Bhagavad Gita,
Sri Krishna explains how these oblations
subsequently pour down as His blessings
and proliferate as grains through which the
creation is sustained.
annad bhavanti bhutani
parjanyad anna-sambhavah
yajnad bhavati parjanyo
yajnah karma-samudbhavah (BG 3.14)
All living bodies subsist on food grains,
which are produced from rains. Rains
are produced by performance of yajna
[sacrifice], and yajna is born of prescribed
duties.
The third chapter of Bhagavad Gita, titled
Karma Yoga, talks especially about the
ritual of Yajna, because the phrase Yajna
is derived from the Sanskrit root “yaj”, which
translates as “to do”. This term, as one can
observe, is linked to performance of karma
or action. Action causes the transformation
of energy.
karma brahmodbhavam viddhi
brahmaksara-samudbhavam
tasmat sarva-gatam brahma
nityam yajne pratisthitam ( BG 3.15)
Regulated activities are prescribed in
the Vedas, and the Vedas are directly
manifested from the Supreme Personality
of Godhead. Consequently the all-pervading
Transcendence is eternally situated in acts
of sacrifice.
There are various kinds of yajnas like vedic
yajna, tantric yajna, pauranic yajna and
even darshanic (philosophical) yajnas. Vedic
yajnas such as Somayana, Jyotistoma,
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Ashwamedha, Rajasuya, VAjapeya, are
well known. Yajnas such as Gayatri Yajna,
Vishnu Yajna and Chandi Yajna were also
conducted during the Puranic era. Srimad
Bhagawad Gita refers to Darshanic yajnas
which are more philosophical in nature,
where even an act of charity, austerity, japa
or swadhyaya can be qualify as a yajna.
The puranas bear eloquent testimony
to the efficacy of yajna as a medium
for appeasement of Gods. We have all
heard the story of how in Treta yuga, king
Dasaratha obtained the boon of progeny
through performance of Putrakaameshti
yajna.
In recent times, one has witnessed Varuna
yagam, Adbhuta shanti yagam etc, where
the continuing relevance of Yajna was
amply demonstrated. Varuna yajnas are
conducted to invoke the blessings of rain
god Varuna. Yajnas are known to ward
off malefic events and Shanti yajnas are
conducted for World peace. Because of
the powerful vibrations that are created by
mantra chanting etc, yajna is considered
as a very potent means for positively
influencing the atmosphere which surrounds
us. The salutary effects of a yajna are felt
on not just the physical plane but also on
mental, psychic and spiritual planes as well.
When one is in a particular area charged
with highly spiritual undercurrents, then it is
natural for one’s mind to imbibe that peace
and purity.

ॐ
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3. Bhuta yajna- offering food to animals
4. Manushya yajna- charitable offerings of
food to fellow humans
5. Brahma yajna- recitation of a section of
one’s Veda (“bráhman”)
The Bhagavadgita further mentions 1)
Dravya yagna 2) Tapoyagnya 3) Yoga
yagnya 4) Swaadhyaaya yagnya and 5)
Gyaana yagnya. Japa yagnya is a part
of swaadhyaaya yagya and is further
sub-divided into vaachaka, upaansu and
maanasa…depending upon the mode
pursued.
All the above named can be categorized
into two basic branches “antar yagna” and
“bahir yagna” performance of which would
result in purification of mind and deeds.
In the saareeraka yagnya, As described
in the Purushasooktam, the Purusha
is the yagnyakarta, Budhi (wisdom) is
the spouse, Deeksha (discipline) and
Ananda (happiness) are the vessels,
gyaaneendriyas / karmendriyas are the
accessories, the senses and their ruling
deities shall be the ritviks. The body shall
be the arena of yagnya, the head is the
yagnyakunda or the sacrificial pit, the hair
is the sacred darbha grass and the heart

Hindu tradition has the Pancha
Mahayajnas as delineated in the Taittiriya
Aranyaka 2.10. These sacrifices are to
be performed daily by all “grihasthas”
(householders):
1. Deva yajna- worship of the gods
(devas)
2. Pitri yajna- offering libations to ancestors
or pitrs
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In case of Antar-yagna, forever ablaze in
the inner recesses of the human being, the
sacrificial fire glows as the “Vaiswanara”
composed of pancha-agni (Gnaana-agni,
Darsanaagni, Koshtaagni, Jatharaagni,
Daharaagni) that are associated with the
pancha tattvas and pancha kosas of the
human body.
In Bhagavadgita Srikrishna says …

shall be the altar. The anAhatha naada
issuing from the heart is the Veda. The
beast of the sacrifice is Brahma or Purusha,
and again yagnya bhoktha is Vishnu, verily
the Purusha himself. Such a yagnya is
called “Sarvahut” – the supreme sacrifice…
the offering of all. Thus it follows that the
entire process of creation / sustenance /
destruction is a Yagnya…it is an act of
Love and of sacrifice in which the Purusha
would consume himself eternally in the fire
of creation, to bring forth new worlds and
new species.
This same theme is echoed in
Lalithopakhyanam, where the impotent
Devas sacrifice themselves in the Yagnya
to be reborn with greater strength and
vigour. In Bhagavad gita, the Lord again
reiterates that

Ah< vEñanrae ÉUTva
àai[na< dehm Aaiït>
àa[apan-smayu´>
pcaim AÚ< ctur-ivxm
ahaà vaiçvänaro bhütvä
präëinäà dehama äçritaù
präëäpäna-samäyuktaù
pacämi annaà catura-vidhama (BG 15.14)
I am the fire of digestion in the bodies of all
living entities, and I join with the air of life,
outgoing and incoming, to digest the four
kinds of foodstuff.
The above two shlokas are often chanted
before meal, wherein the Vedic sacrifice
is being compared to eating a meal…
an offering to the Eternal Inner Fire.
God: The Inner Fire
How closely the scriptures identified God
with that Inner fire or Chaitanya is apparent
from the following lines from Narayana
sooktam …

brahmarpanam brahma havir
brahmagnau brahmana hutam
brahmaiva tena gantavyam
brahma-karma-samadhina (B.G. 4.24)

tasyaa madhye mahaanagnir vishwachir
visvato mukha
sograabhugvibhajan tishthannahaaraa
maajaraah kaavih

God is the offeringGod, the oblation.
By GOD is the oblation
poured into the Fire that is GODGod truly shall be reached
by the one who ever sees God in (all)
action

In that space within the heart resides
the Great Flaming Fire, undecaying, allknowing, with tongues spread out in all
directions, with faces turned everywhere,
consuming food presented before it, and
assimilating it unto itself.
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tasyaa sikhayaa madhye paramaatmaa
vyavasthithaah
saa brahmaa saa sivaah saa hariih sendraah
soksharaah paramah swarat
In the Middle of That Flame, the Supreme
Self dwells. This (Self) is Brahma (the
Creator), Siva (the Destroyer), Hari
(the Protector), Indra (the Ruler), the
Imperishable, the Absolute, the Autonomous
Being. Prostrations again and again to the
Omni-Formed Being, the Truth, the Law,
the Supreme Absolute, the Purusha of bluedecked yellow hue, the Centralised-Force,
Power, the All-Seeing One.
Similarly there are certain lines from Hamsa
Gita / Uddhava gita wherein Sri Narayana,
in the form of Hamsa (Hamsavataara)
speaks to Narada about how Narayana
should be worshipped in the heart… that the
form of Narayana should be invoked in the
Agni mandala which exists atop the Surya
and Chandra mandalas in the heart.
hrit-pundarikam antah-stham
urdhava-nalam adho-mukham
dhyatvordhva-mukham unnidram
ashta-patram sa-karnikam
karnikayam nyaset surya-somagnin
uttarottaram
vahni-madhye smared rupam
mamaited dhyana-mangalam
(Srimad Bhagavatham 11.14.36-42)
Keeping the eyes half closed and fixed on
the tip of one’s nose, being enlivened and
alert, one should meditate on the lotus
flower situated within the heart. This inverted
lotus has eight petals and is situated on an
erect lotus stalk. One should meditate on
the Sun, Moon and the Fire, placing them
one after the other within the whorl of that
lotus flower. Placing My transcendental form
within the fire, one should meditate upon it
as the auspicious goal of all meditation.
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I think it is now becoming increasingly
clearer why Sun worship or fire sacrifice
were enjoined for every spiritual aspirant
by the scriptures, and praying to which
ensures felicity in the three worlds…bhur
(Mars) bhuvah (Sun) and swah (svarga or
the 10th house).

Tratak
If we observe the above passages closely,
it becomes clear at once that they were
invoking a yogic practice called Tratak.
The Hathayog Pradipika mentions six types
(shatkarma) of hathayoga: dhauti, vasti,
neti, nauli, tratak and kapalbhati, that impart
physical, mental and spiritual power. The
first four, i.e., dhauti, vasti, neti and nauli are
more concerned with purification of the body,
while the last two, tratak and kapalbhati,
correspond to spiritual achievements.
Tratak sadhana is defined as focusing your
attention with concentration on a point in
the flame of a lamp continuously, without
blinking. It improves memory, concentration,
mental efficiency and bestows great energy,
foresight, clairvoyance, hypnotic and
spiritual powers. Inner tratak sadhana
involves focusing your attention on the
middle of your eyebrows or heart, which
are the seats of Agni and
Ishta Devata.

Tri gunas
So far, we have been
discussing in depth, the
pancha tattvas or the 5
primordial elements. Now,
we need to introduce
the factor of tri-guna,
which through its matrix
of interaction with the
five elements causes the
creation. Guna reflects the
evolution and attitude of
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an individual and
is the main cause
of subjectivity and
transmigration.

It is well known that
the three gunas
corresponding
to creation
( R a j a s ) ,
sustenance
(Sattwa), and
enlightening;
rajas as passion
– motivates us
to create, desire,
acquire and
enjoy and tamas
as ignorance –
dirty, degrading,
deluding, and destructive, yet all gunas..,
as components of Maya, co-exist in creation
and in every one. During Dissolution
the gunas remain in balance. Their
imbalance ensues with the beginning of
creation.
According to Bhagavadgita, it is said
that based on the soul’s samskara or
preference for a particular mode, it takes on
a corresponding body. A person influenced
mainly by goodness will be elevated to the
heavenly planets at death. Those largely in
passion stay in human society, and those
infected with ignorance enter into the lower
species. Only pure souls, transcending even
sattva , attain liberation and escape the
entanglement of matter.

tSy ktaRrm! Aip ma<
ivÏ(! AkaÇRm! AVyym!
cätura-varnyaà mayä srstaà
guna-karma-vibhägaçah
tasya kartäram api mäà
viddhy akärtram avyayam (B.G.4.13)
According to the three modes of material
nature and the work associated with
them, the four divisions of human society
are created by Me. And although I am
the creator of this system, you should
know that I am yet the nondoer, being
unchangeable.
As apparent from the very words uttered
by Sri Krishna, this system was based not
so much on birth but on personal character
and inclination for a particular type of
work. The Brahmanas (priests, teachers
and intellectuals) represented Sattwa, the
kshatriyas represented rajas, the Vaishyas
symbolized a mixture of Rajas and Tamas,
while the Shudras stood for Tamas, but
as already clarified these were not water
tight compartments, but enabled mobility
between the varnas based on individual
evolution.
Sattwa Guna
The sattva guna is said to be in full
strength when ‘every gate (meaning sense
perception) of the body is illumined and
receives Knowledge of the Absolute’, thus
the sattva is considered to be illuminating, a
‘revealer’ of Consciousness (prakashakam)
that is without sorrow (anamayam).

The much misunderstood system
of varnashrama-dharma actually
allows us to understand how
matter conditions the soul. As
stated by Sri Krishna in

Among the navagrahas, Sun, Moon and
Jupiter are considered to be the Sattwa
planets.

catur-vNy¡ mya ö!St<
gun-kmR-ivÉagzhœ

The guna rajas is operative in the sphere of
action and ambition. Rajas is characterized
by desire and passion, thus leading to

Rajo Guna
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attachment. This attitude binds the soul
and consciousness firmly to the temporary
illusion called samsara.

of emancipation. Thus Tamas, Rajas and
Sattwa gunas indicate progressively higher
levels of buoyancy.

Sage Parashara categorized Venus and
Mercury as rajasic planets.

These 3 gunas manifest in astrology not
only through the planets mentioned above,
but also through the signs which are divided
into movable (rajas), dual (sattva), and
fixed (tamas) signs and a predominance
/ strength of planets/signs pertaining to
a particular guna in the natal chart can
indicate the dominant guna of a person.

Tamo Guna
The tamas guna deludes all embodied
beings (sarvadehinam), is born of ignorance
(ajnanam) and has no capacity for
discrimination. This guna is characterized
by laziness, sleep and distraction. Because
Light of wisdom is veiled by ignorance,
this guna leads us to neglect our spiritual
practices.
Saturn, Mars, Rahu and Ketu are said
to be the Tamasic planets among the
navagrahas.

The Matrix of Gunas
The gunas are basically part of maya, which
is unreal and our attachment to their effects
will eventually lead us back into delusion.
But, all the three gunas do have their
function in the creation. Rajas guna with its
sheer energy that can overcome the inertia
of tamas and can cause Creation, which
neither the sattva nor the tamas can do.
Tamas is necessary to destroy the redundant
and obsolete, and the other two gunas do
not possess the necessary ruthlessness.
Sattva guna equips us with wisdom and
enlightens our consciousness.

B. Lakshmi Ramesh

In astrology, all the signs have been divided
into 3 categories, based on the gunas.
Movable signs like Aries, Cancer, Libra and
Capricorn are categorized as Rajas and
are ruled by Brahma, Fixed signs, Taurus,
Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius are Tamas and
are ruled by Shiva, while the dual signs are
Sattwa and are ruled by Vishnu.
We have all also come across the term
Rasi drishti, which is permanent. In Rasi
drishti, all movable signs aspect fixed signs
except the one adjacent to them, while all

Tamas and Rajas conclusively weigh the
soul down with ignorance and desire. Sattva
guna allows us a reprieve by allowing the
Divine Light to pierce through the darkness.
But it is to be understood that all the three
bind us in the webs of illusion ...including
the sattva guna. The sattwa guna can result
in an attachment to knowledge and wisdom,
resulting in a sort of spiritual / intellectual
pride, which also can damage our chances
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fixed signs aspect movable signs, except
the one next to them, indicating that Tamas
and Rajas gunas have a lot in common
and can easily influence each other,
periodically elevating or pulling down each
other, whereas the dual signs, indicating
Sattwa guna, only aspect one other, of a
similar nature. Thus when one gets into the
sattwik mode after a lot of introspection and
struggle, there is a greater probability that
he would only look for similar environment
and usually does not get attracted to the
baser gunas.
Fig 1.1 : Tretagni
East- Ahavaniya
Agni-Mars
Morning-RajasBrahma-1st house
South- Dakshiniya
Agni-Sun
Noon- SattwaVishnu-10 house
th

West- Garhapatya
Agni– Moon
Evening-TamasShiva-7th House

Tretagni : Drishti
Drishti / sight is the attribute
of agni. Any food offered
to a deity is said to be
consumed by the deity
through drishti. Since we
have been talking about
agni so much, it is only
natural we should veer
towards a discussion on
drishti. We all know that agni
is worshipped in 3 forms,
called tretagni or a triad of
fire; in Hindu religious ritual

the three sacred fires taken
collectively -- the Ahavaniya agni
or sacrificial fire, the Garhapatya
agni or the household fire, and the
Dakshina agni or the southern fire. It
is obvious that the above three fires
are representative of the 3 sandhyas
and the three mystical rivers, Yamuna,
Ganga and Saraswati, These three
sacred fires are obtained by the
attrition of sticks commonly made
of the wood of the Asvattha tree,
mystically called the Tree of Wisdom
and Knowledge.

Agni is the significator tattva for both
Creation and drishti and is said to
be of three kinds… indicative of the
trigunas that influence creation.
The Garhapatya agni is circular in shape
and is situated in the west of the offering
ground. Fire is taken from the Garhapatya
and kindled in the remaining two fires. The
Dakshinagni is semi-circular, situated in the
south and used for certain rituals, mainly for
offerings to the forefathers. The Ahavaniya
is square, situated in the east, and is used
as the main offering fire of most Srauta
sacrifices.
As there are 3 agnis, so there are 3 drishtis,
be it Rasi drishti or Graha drishti. Drishti or
sight can be there only when there is light
/ agni, i.e., during the day. Thus the fourth
direction, representing midnight is missing
here.
Graha Drishti
All planets hasve a full drhti on the 7 th
house, which is directly opposite to their
station. That is the house most bathed in
that planet’s light. The outer planets, viz.,
Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are empowered
with special full aspects, because being
far above the earth they are equipped with
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the ability to have a more comprehensive
/ objective view.
Ahavaniya Agni & Chaturasra Drishti: The
East symbolizes Sunrise and the creation,
thus its guna is Rajas. The East is also
ruled by Agni and Brahma and the 4th &
8th aspect of Mars, is symbolic of the 4
heads of Brahma, as is apparent from the
“Chaturasra” or the Square shape of the
sacrificial pit.
Dakshina Agni & Trinal Aspects : The South
symbolizes Pithris and Noon (Aparahna)
is the time when they are usually invoked.
Here, the Sun is at his zenith and no
shadows are cast. Thus the Dakshinagni
represents Sattva, and the trinal aspect
of Jupiter. It is to be borne in mind here
that Sun rules the trines. The Semicircle
sacrificial altar indicates that half the day
is past.
Garhapatya Agni & 3rd/ 10th aspect : The
Garhapatya agni is situated in the West
and is said to be always burning…like our
Karma…as indicated by the circle. The
natural 7th house, being a vayu tattwa rasi,
is symbolic of Moon (significator for manas)
and is also the digbala rasi of Saturn and
Rahu, who represent the circle of desires
(3H), death (10H) and unending lifecycles.
Since the 7th house is also the point of
sunset, the starting point of darkness,
Tamas is the guna of this direction.

ॐ

B. Lakshmi Ramesh

house. The 3 and 10 drishti of Saturn
touches the houses, which are immediately
adjacent to the shadow houses.
rd

th

But we are only going to take into account
the special aspects of Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn, because Sage Parashara had
mentioned that the other planets also
have Tri-pada (Mars), Dwi-pada (Jupiter)
and Eka-pada (Saturn) drishtis, which may
lack the impact of full aspects, but which
are nonetheless important. However, the
venerable Rishi had never seemed to
have accorded the 12th aspect of Rahu to
other planets in a similar manner, so let us
confine ourselves to the 7th house aspect of
all planets and the special aspects of Mars,
Jupiter and Saturn.
From the above, we can also deduce
that all aspects before the 7th house can
be classified as Tamasic and all aspects
beyond the 7th house can categorized as
Sattwik, while the 7H aspect itself is Rajasik
(because the house where the planet is
posited is like lagna for that planet).
Rasi Drishti
Rasi drishti is the permanent drishti of
signs on one another irrespective of the
fact whether planets are placed within

Shadow houses & Graha Drishti
Since the concept of drishti is totally based
on Light, it is interesting to note that all the
dustanas (shadow houses) have no aspect
on them, except Mars’ (Rudra) aspect on
the 8th house. Rahu has another drishti on
the invisible 12th house, because he alone
is qualified to represent Maha Tamas or
the Great Darkness. The 11th house, being
the Harasthana, is also like a shadow
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them or not. Since
signs are fixed,
like houses, they
lack the mobility of
grahas (persons)
to bend and cast
trinal / tetra aspects
and can only
simply aspect signs
directly opposite to
them.

Similar to the 3 kinds
of Graha drishti,
discussed above,
are the rasi Drishti,
which are again inspired by
3 kinds of agni. Considering
the well established fact that
Rahu is the north node
and Gemini had often been
referred to as the north
pole;. Sagittarius represents
the South pole and is the
exaltation sign of Ketu; we
can accordingly plot the
signs onto the Chaturasra
(Mars, who rules Earth /
Bhuloka) in the following
manner as given in
Fig 1.3 : Latitude : Based on the
the diagram, with
principle of Tretagni, this drishti
Isana representing
represents the Tamasic guna.
the head.
Immediately, what
becomes apparent
is that that 5th, 8th
and 11th signs are
opposite to the 1st
sign, indicating the
rasi drishti of Aries
on Leo, Scorpio
and Aquarius.
Upon doing a
similar exercise

with other signs, we observe the following
patterns emerge…which are very much
like the co-ordinates of a place…Latitude,
Longitude and Altitude!!! These are the
three coordinates mandatory for defining
any place on the earth, hence it becomes
increasingly apparent that assessing the
rasi drishti is extremely important to define
the tenor / environment of the chart.
Three dimensional Drishti : Fitting all the
above aspects into a single diagram would
make it appear like the following lattice-like
diagram, revealing something very akin to
the internal structure of a crystal. Thus
when one is empowered with light and
vision, every single happening in the world
is transparent to him…perhaps this is the
crystal ball the Rishis were gazing into…
Bhuloka !
I don’t think it would be stretching facts to
say that all the three chart styles… East
Indian, North Indian and Souith Indian…
are derived from the above.
Yajna Avatara
In Vishnu Sahasranaamam the Lord had
been variously eulogised as ….
y¶ae y¶-pitrœ-yJv y¶Ngae y¶-vhnhœ.
yagno yagna-patir-yajva yagnango yagnavahanah ||
y¶-æut! y¶³…t! y¶e y¶Éukœ y¶-sxnhœ,
yJn-Nt³…t! y¶ guým! AÚ mÚd @v-c.
yagna-bhrut yagnakrut yagnee yagnabhuk
yagna-sadhanah |
yajna-ntakrut yagna guhyam anna mannada
eva-ca ||
One of the minor incarnations of Narayana
is that of Yajna. In this avatara, he iscalled
as Yajnesvara or the Lord of the sacrifice
and is depicted as having two heads, seven
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hands, three legs and four horns. According
to Purusha suktam, Narayana is both the
Purusha that is both born out of the Yajna
and the sacrificed.

Sapta-jihvah or the Seven
Tongues
The 831 name in Vishnu SahasranAmam
refers to Vishnu as “sapta-jihvA”. Sapta
refers to the number seven and jihvA
means tongue. Agni or is said to have
seven tongues and BhagavAn in the form
of the sacrificial fire accepts the sacrificial
offerings and takes it to the different
gods.
tad-vaktra-devatAnAm ca huta-bhuk
parameSvarah| mantra-pUtam yad-AdAya
hutam Ajya puras-saram |brahmANDa
bhuvanam sarvam santarpayati sarvadA ||
Paushkara samhitA
The Supreme Lord in the form of huta-bhuk
(fire) carries to the gods the offerings that
are sanctified by the mantras and made
in a sacrifice along with clarified butter,
and thereby always pleases the entire
Universes.
According to Mundakopanisha 1.2.4:
kail kralec mnaejva c sulaeihta ya c
suxUèv[aR,
S)…iliNgne iv:v-éce c devI lelaymana #it sÝijþa>.
käli karäleeca manojavä ca sulohitä yä ca
sudhümravarëä |
sphulinginee viñva-rucee ca devé leläyamänä
iti sapta-jihväù ||

ॐ

Another commentator
qualifies the above as
: The black one, the
terrific one, swift as the
mind, the very red one,
of purple color, emitting
sparks, and all-shaped
goddess.

idvs!-Cdœ-A¶e mihna
p&iwVya vCyNtam! te
vhnyhœ sÝ-ijþa>,
sÝ te A¶e saimxhœ sÝijþa>, tEt!, sm!,
divas-cd-agne mahinä
påthivyä vacyantäm te
vahanayah saptajihväù | (Rg. 3.6.2)
sapta te agne sämidhah
sapta-jihväù | (tait| sam|
(1.5.3)

Fig 1.5 : Altitude : Represents Sattwa
drishti.

Sri Radhakrishna
Shastri further notes
that the tongues of fire
are known differently,
depending on whether
the karma is a Sattvik,
Rajasik, or Tamasic:
The seven flames are
known as

Fig: 1.6 Three Dimension Rasi Drishti

ihr{ya knk r´a k«Z[a
suàÉa AitkRta ANdœ b÷êpa #n! siÅvkœ kmR

kail krail mnaejva sulaeihta suxUèv[aR
S)…iliNgin
käli karäli manojavä sulohitä sudhümravarëä
sphulingini

As! kilkril tamisc!
kmR,

and the brilliant visva-ruci are the seven
flaming tongues.

hiraëyä kanaka raktä
kåçëä suprabhä atirkatä
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Fig 1.4 : Longitude : Rasi Drishti can be
interpreted as Rajasik here.

Other references to the
seven tongues of agni
are:

pÒ-raga suv[aR ÉÔ laeihta
Sveta xUimnI ANdœ kailka
#n! rjiskœ kmR
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and bahu-rüpä in
sattvik karma

padma-rägä suvarëä
bhadra lohitä svetä
dhüminé and kälikä
in rajasik karma
as kalikarali etc| in
tämasic karma|
He also notes
that the devatA-s
associatedwith the
seven tongues are
the 1)devas, 2)pitRs,
3)gandharvas,4)
yakshas, 5)nagas
6)pisachas and 7)
rakshasas.

The Seven Breaths
It is said that there are Seven life giving
breaths in the body. They are Avaham,
Pravaham, Nivaham, Varaham, Udvaham,

Samvaham, Parihavam. Parihavam (also
known as Mareeci – ray of the Sun?) is
said to safeguard Atma and Paramatma
in the body. It is acclaimed as even more
minutest than Prana Vayu (oxygen) which
we breathe in.

Agni & Sun
Agni is worshipped in three forms: fire,
lightning and the Sun. The Seven rays
(tongues) of light emanate from his body,
which are described in the Gayatri tradition
as the emanations of the Sun, identified with
the Creator of life
“Because the being who shines with
seven rays, assuming the forms of time
and illumines all... .. is called light or the
effulgent power; the light of the Generator
or Sun - the light is the Sun, the Sun is the
light, they are identical”.
These are the seven principal solar rays that
empower the seven planets. Sri Aurobindo

Table: 1.11 Seven Rays and Chakras
S.No

Ray

Planet

Chakra

Attribute

1

Visvatryarchas

Mars

Mooladhara

develops the physical and scientific tendencies;
the triple ray shining everywhere or the thrice
shining

2

Harikesa

Sun

Swadhistana

also a name for Savitri; yellow- or golden-haired.
especially name of Siva.

Manipura

Brahma; determines the level of harmony and
comfort; marks the native as self ruling and self
resplendent

3

Svaraj

Venus

4

Visvakarman

Mercury

Anahata

influences the intellect; the architect of the
universe; a divine artist, carpenter and patron to
initiates

5

Sushumna

Moon

Vishuddhi

the highest of the seven principal rays; the ray
cherished by the initiated Yogis

6

Sarvavasu

Saturn

Ajna

associated with implementation of ideas and plans

7

Sannaddha

Jupiter

Sahasrara

religious adherence and devotion to God &
Brahmins; The armed, the ready
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likened them to vedic seven rays of
knowledge, or Agni, as “the seven forms
of the Thought-principle” and wrote that the
“the seven brilliant horses of the Sun and
their full union constitutes the seven-headed
Thought of Ayasya by which the lost Sun of
Truth is recovered”.

B. Lakshmi Ramesh

The Seven Rays and Kundalini
Kundalini is described as a sleeping,
dormant potential force in the human
organism It is described as being coiled
up at the base of the spine, usually within
muladhara chakra. The image given is that
of a serpent coiled 3 and a half times…
representing 3 gunas, with the half coil
signifying transcendence. It also symbolizes
the three matras of AUM and the three states
of Consciousness. There are 7 chakras one
needs to ascend in the echelon, in order to
attain supreme consciousness, which are
very similar to harnessing the seven rays
of the Sun together, so the emerging light
and vision is one of purity.

Tattvas + Gunas
In the natural order of Devolution, we
have seen that the tattvas originate in the
following order:
1. Akasa

4. Jala
5. Prithvi
At the time of dissolution, they must proceed
in the natural reverse order of Prithvi, Jala,
Agni, Vayu and Akasa. But once creation
takes place, the component of gunas
slightly alters the order of dissolution. The
presence of Sattwa grahas associated with
a particular tattva can considerably elevate
them in the spiritual path. The tattvas which
do not contain any sattwa graham, move
to the bottom as illustrated in the following
table:
The above is in prefect synchronicity with the
astrological view that Sun, Jupiter and Mars
constitute one group, while Moon, Venus,

2. Vayu
3. Agni

Table 1.12 : Movement of Tattvas based on Gunas
PIN

GA

LA

Sushumna

Guna

Direction

Moon
Pournami /

I

D

A

Tattwa

Planet

Guna

Direction

Jala

Venus

Rajas

Downward

Akasa

Jupiter

Sattwa

Upward

Agni

Sun

Sattwa

Upward

Sattwa/ Jala

Prithvi

Mercury

Rajas

Downward

Agni

Mars

Tamas

Upward

Up / Down

Vayu

Saturn

Tamas

Downward

Agni

Ketu

Tamas

Upward

Vayu

Rahu

Tamas

Downward
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Fig 1.7: Seven Rays and Kundalini

Kundalini & Homakunda
While we have always been aligning
Kundalini with a mystical serpent, lying
supine at the base of spine…the very
word Kundalini indicates something born
out of a kunda (homa). The significator of
the first chakra, Mooladhara, is Mars, who
represents the thrice coiled serpent. Sage
Parashara specifically named Skandha /
Subrahmanya (worshipped as the God of
snakes) as the Devata of Mars and is said
to symbolize quintessential Kundalini power
in his Shanmukha form.
Thus, when we combine the concepts of
Kundalini, the seven solar rays, the tattva
and guna matrix, as delineated in the above
table, it would emerge into the following
picture:

Mercury and Saturn comprise the second
group, with Ketu and Rahu representing the
extreme points in respective groups.

The above figure is but a poor representation
of the perennial yajna blazing within all of
us, which is a miniature replica of the
cosmic fire. True to the adage Yat Pinde
Tat Brahmande , just as the celestial fire
illumines the world, the inner fire forever
illumines our interior world…leading us
ahead inexorably on a path of Truth and
Light.
Astae ma sÌmy
tmsae ma JyaeitgRmy
m&TyaemaR Am&t<gmy
` zaiNt> zaiNt> zaiNt>
asato mä sadgamaya
tamaso mä jyotirgamaya
måtyormä amåtaìgamaya
om çäntiù çäntiù çäntiù
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A Relook at Planetary
Aspects
O. D. Mande

P

lanetary aspects in a horoscope
indicate the interplay of planets’
influence on one- another and
the aggregate influence has an important
bearing on shaping the native’s character
and destiny. The common practice to
evaluate the mutual aspects of planets
is based on their relative placements in
different houses of the horoscope. The
same practice is followed to evaluate the
aspects of planets on empty houses. But
this simple practice can lead to incorrect/
inaccurate evaluation if the gap between
longitudes (only degrees, exclusive of
signs) of aspecting and aspected bodies
is wide. This is best illustrated with an
example horoscope (DOB 22 Jan 2000,
1640 Hrs, Delhi) shown below:--

(2) Jupiter has aspect on
Venus.
(3) Saturn has aspects, on
Mercury, Sun and Ketu
but no aspect on Rahu
and Moon.
But these aspects are not
‘full’ except that of Jupiter
on Venus as can be seen
from the attached table
showing longitude based aspects.
The aspect of Sun on Moon is 85.45% while
that of Moon on Sun is only 41.80%. The
reason is obvious; the 7th house from Sun
begins at 7o 53’ in Cancer, extending up to
70 53’ in Leo, which covers both Moon and

Asc 23o 29’, Sun 70 58’, Moon 250
20’. Mars 20021’, Merc 120 9’
Jup 2058’ Ven 3015. Sat 160 32’
Rahu /Ketu 100 5’
At a glance, one may form the
impression about (full) aspects as
under:-(1) Rahu and Moon have aspects
on Mercury, Sun and Ketu, and
vice versa.
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Longitude Based Aspects of Planets
Aspected Body

Longitude in 				

Aspecting Body’s aspect (%)

Rasi

SUN

MOON

MARS

MER

JUP

VEN

SAT

RAH

Asc

23oGe29’

52.04

-----

44.77

37.80

59.21

83.14

100.00

-----

2ndfromAsc

23oCn29’

86.99

------

10.46

90.55

57.89

58.14

59.20

-----

3rdfromAsc

230Le29’’

61.99

------

97.39

65.55

65.79

33.14

38.40

100.00

4thfromAsc

230Vi29’

36.99

23.46

97.39

40.55

68.43

8.14

23.19

47.36

5thfromAsc

230Li29’

11.99

71.92

47.39

15.55

82.89

------

94.20

63.82

6thfromAsc

230Sc29’

-----

51.54

22.39

------

57.89

------

69.20

77.64

7thfromAsc

230Sg29’

-----

3.08

----

------

82.89

------

44.20

44.72

8thfromAsc

230Cp29’

-----

93.84

-----

------

7.89

16.86

94.20

88.82

9thfromAsc

230Aq29’

13.01

76.54

-----

9.45

------

58.72

-----

63.82

10thfromAsc

230Pi29’

51.02

51.54

2.61

43.90

------

58.14

------

88.82

11thfrom As

230Ar29’

61.99

26.54

30.23

65.55

------

16.28

------

13.82

12thfromAs

230Ta29’

23.98

1.54

97.39

31.10

17.11

67.45

5.80

------

Sun

70 Cp53’

-----

41.80

------

-------

20.90

3.85

32.21

92.68

Moon

250Cn20’

85.45

------

16.62

89.01

56.35

56.60

67.66

----

Mars

200Aq21’

10.40

79.16

------

6.84

-----

53.49

------

66.43

Mercury

120Cp09’

----

56.03

------

------

17.34

7.41

28.65

98.27

Jupiter

20 Ar58’

66.80

43.65

10.51

59.69

------

50.25

------

80.93

Venus

30 Sg15’

----

36.80

14.25

------

99.75

------

61.06

61.36

Saturn

160Ar32’

67.79

32.34

21.82

71.35

------

27.87

------

19.62

Rahu

100Cn05’

98.17

------

17.13

93.09

69.07

69.32

100.00

-----

Ketu

100Cp05’

-----

49.12

------

6.84

19.07

5.68

30.38

100.00
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Rahu, but the 7th house from Moon begins
at 25o 20’in Capricorn, leaving out Sun,
Mercury and Ketu out of the zone of full
aspect. In contrast to this, Rahu’s aspects
on Sun and Mercury are above 90% as the
7th house from Rahu covers these planets
. Rahu and Moon have, respectively, 100%
and 67.66% aspects of Saturn although
both are placed in the fourth house from
Aries containing Saturn. Saturn’s aspects
on Mercury, Sun and Ketu are far below
100% despite their placement in the tenth
house from Aries.
The above example brings out the
importance of aspecting/aspected planets’
longitudes in the evaluation of aspects. It is
desirable to have a look at longitude based
aspects and then take a considered view.
With this approach, planetary aspects in the
example horoscope would get reassessed
as follows:-Rahu’s aspects on Mercury, Sun, and Ketu
remain ‘full’ but Moon’s aspects on Mercury
and Ketu become half and on Sun less
than half. Sun’s and Mercury’s aspects on
Rahu and Moon remain full and so does
that of Jupiter on Venus. Saturn’s aspect
on Rahu remains full , becomes practically
2/3rd on Moon and negligible on Mercury ,
Sun and Ketu .

ॐ

O.D. Mande

Conclusion
It is hoped that this paper would create
awareness about the importance of
longitude based aspects in the analysis of
horoscopes.

Planetary aspects on empty houses
can be evaluated in the same
manner.
In actual practice it may be necessary
to assign reasonable ranges of
percentage for full and partial aspects.
viz aspect above 85% could be taken
as full and below 85% but above 65%
as 3/4th. Aspects less than 3/4th may
be ignored.
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Shri Varahi Devi
Mike Magee

A

Varahi’s four are the twelve (three x four)
sun kalas, twelve sidereal constellations.
Kurukulla’s five triangles are the fifteen (five
x three) Kalas of the moon, fifteen lunar
days. The complete individual grows within
One text of the Prapanchasara Tantra
nine months to be born as a Shri Yantra or
says that the Parabindu divides into two
plant. The flowering of this plant is shown
parts, of which the right is Bindu, the male,
by the 24 petals of the yantra.
Purusha or Ham, and the left Visarga
the female, Prakriti or Sah, making the Both Varahi and Kurukulla are connected
combined Hamsah. Hamsah is the union with, but separate from the sixteen Nityas
of Prakriti and Purusha and the universe (fifteen days of the bright fortnight plus
is Hamsah - The Garland of Letters, Sir Lalita herself).
John Woodroffe
The following chapter of the Tantrarajatantra,
Varahi is a bali (animal sacrifice) devata, translated into English for the first time, is
one of Lalita’s receivers of offerings. Her four devoted to the practice of the Varahi mantra
alchemical elements and contains a number of prayogas. As
( d h a t u s ) a r e with all other prayogas, a sadhaka is only
known as the four qualified (adhikari) to perform these rites if
fires. Kurukulla’s (a) she or he is initiated, and (b) does the
alchemical elements daily puja of Tripurasundari. Further, the
are known as the commentary (not translated here) shows
five Shaktis. The that there is a number of elements which
c o m b i n a t i o n o f have to be taken account of when performing
these five Shaktis prayogas. These include visualisation skills
(downward pointing and also a knowledge of astrology (Hindu,
t r i a n g l e s ) a n d sidereal version), before the rites will be
four fires (upward successful.
pointing triangles),
The Tantrarajatantra says that Varahi is the
forms the complex
“father form”, while Kurukulla is the “mother
figure in the centre
form” of the devata.
of the Shri Cakra.
rtwork is © Jan Bailey, 1996-2006.
Translations are © 1996-2006.
Questions or comments to mike.
magee@btinternet.com
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Tantrarajatantra Chapter XXIII
Now in the Sixteen Nitya (Tantra) the rules,
the worship and the limbs relating to the
Angabhuta known as Panchami are spoken
of. I speak of puja of the siddha mantra,
worship through ritual and meditation, and
sacrifice and yantras, giving all the siddhi
that is desired.
After doing limb nyasa using seven, two
sets of six, ten, seven and seven parts
of the mantras, a person should worship
according to rule in a chakra consisting of
triangle, circle, hexagon, invoking her with
Hrim.
One should worship using the 110 letters of
the Varahi vidya in the centre (of the yantra),
and should then worship the attendants in
the left, right and centre triangles who are
Krodhini, Stambhini and Chanda-Ucchanda,
placing Hrim in front of their respective
names and Namah behind.
In the six angles starting from the east and
going anticlockwise one should worship
Brahmi and so forth. Then in the circles one
should worship Mahalakshmi Panchami.
After giving animal sacrifice using the
sixteenth syllable, and after one has
worshipped all with ritual accessories, one
should recite the vidya 1000 or 100 times.
Daily, one should do sacrifice using pure
and good sesamum, rice or ghee, then the
vidya becomes successful.
A sage of controlled senses, able to perform
sacrifice, should do puja at the twilights.
He should recite the vidya 100,000 times
-- giving oblation of one tenth part of that.
After doing the worship and invocation,
the mantra becomes successful -- if one is
compassionate, devoted to Guru, contented,
patient and of peaceful mind.
If one should perform a rite for a specific
application devotedly, it gives whatever is
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desired immediately, giving the favour and
grace of Devi to the tireless practitioner.
One should meditate on Devi as having
the body of a girl from the throat down,
resembling the colour of molten gold, her
large, fiery and tawny haired head being
that of a sow.
She has three eyes and seven arms which
hold a discus, a conch, a hook, a lotus, a
noose, and a club. She shows the (mudras)
dispelling fear and granting boons. One
should think of her as being comfortably
seated on the shoulders of Garuda. In daily
worship one should meditate on her and her
Shaktis in this way.
In particular applications, one should recall
Devi and her Shaktis as being seated on
lions, tigers, elephants, horses or Garudas.
According to that which one wishes to
achieve in specific meditations, one should
think of her as having a dark green, red,
yellow, black or purple body.
In rituals for subjugation, one should think of
Panchami, and recite (her mantra) as red,
surrounded by hosts of beautiful red Shaktis.
In worship for
paralysing, one
should meditate
on her as yellow,
wearing yellow
g a r m e n t s ,
garlanded with
yellow flowers,
wearing yellow
jewels, and
smeared with
yellow unguent,
surrounded by
yellow Shaktis.
In a difficult pass
one should think
of her as being
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seated on a great bodied lion which is of a
dark green colour, surrounded by Shaktis
similar to herself, offering recitation of the
Vidya to the central Shakti. If the mantrin
should meditate on these as his own self,
he attains an exalted and wealthy status.

If one should remember Devi, with her
Shaktis, on lions, Garudas, elephants,
Sharabhas, horned creatures, dogs, boars,
buffaloes and serpents with terrific teeth and
cruel and crooked claws, whether assailed
by thieves, unexpected attacks, by anxieties
about being injured, by pisachas, by bhutas,
by pretas, away from one’s family, or in a
defile in the wilderness, or on lonely roads,
or in a forest, or on a mountain peak, then
in this way one becomes free from anxiety
and happy.
Whether in wars, in fearful situations, in
falls (from status), or attacked by chariots
and swords, or in difficult passes, having
remembered her one becomes supremely
victorious.
If one should meditate, in states of terrible
war, on Devi as blue, with a terrible
appearance, seated on an elephant, holding
a nail, a knife, a sword, an arrow, a club, a
sickle, and a discus in her right hands: and
with her left making the threatening gesture,
and holding shield, skin, bow, damaru,
plough, noose
and conch:
surrounded
by Shaktis
like her; the
Shaktis seated
on elephants,
assaulting all
the missiles of
the enemy, and
attacking them
with maces,
all moving
about, like red

banners, then (the enemy) flees, pursued
by swarms of blue Shaktis howling terribly,
berserk.
One should meditate on Devi in the form
previously described during great wars, as
being in the centre of the sun’s orb, her
body marked with red tridents. If one should
then recite the vidya with concentrated
mind, after invoking her into water via breath
during rituals for a period of seven days,
one’s enemy will die from fever.
If one should think of Devi, surrounded by
her attendants, and recite her vidya, for
three days, in water, as breaking in pieces
the body of one’s enemy, which is then
consumed by fierce jackals and corpse
eaters and flesh eating dogs, then, after
remembering her, one gains deliverance.
If one should think of Devi as of an effulgent
purple colour, and do recitation (visualising
her) cleaving the target’s tongue, heart and
feet, one slays enemies.
If, after remembering Devi as of a yellow
colour, one should worship according to the
rule, the enemy experiences harm, anxiety
in speech, becomes disputatious, and is
conquered in battle.
After thinking of this Devi as seated on
Garuda, and surrounded by numbers
of Shaktis seated on Garudas, and the
skies being thick with an array of hosts
of unseated Garudas, then one becomes
victorious over an army of enemies at a
distance, instantly putting them to flight.
With her eight arms holding axes, and
being surrounded by a circle of Shaktis,
one may destroy the army of enemies in a
battle immediately.
If a person should meditate on Varahi as
having dishevelled hair, as being seated
on a throne in a jewelled pavilion, each
of her hairs swarms of Shaktis holding
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clusters of red arrows, and each of which
sits on hyenas, lions, tigers and monkeys
and bears and Garudas and horses, each
holding tridents as previously declared,
the hostile host is destroyed by one’s own
ruler.
Parameshvari, if a sadhaka should worship
the yellow effulgent one, the paralyser,
with yellow flowers, using the previously
declared tongue method, for a number of
days, the array of the enemies in battle and
whatever else one desires are paralysed
instantly.
If one should worship the red Devi at
midnight, using red flowers, one may
enslave or kill all enemies, this is certain.
If one should do puja for the number of days
previously spoken of, using black flowers
according to rule, at the time of one’s
enemy’s death, in a visha nadi, a tortured
yoga, or in a death or destruction yoga, then
Yama lords it over the enemies.
If one should worship using dark green
flowers, and various sorts of scents, it is said
one becomes very wealthy, free of disease,
true minded, a lord. One lives happily on
earth for 100 years, it is said.
One should do sacrifice at night in a
rectangular fire pit, using turmeric mixed with
food, sesame, beans, rice, yellow flowers,
yellow fruit, palmyra leaves, together with
the letters of the target’s name, using ghee.
Then one may paralyse, as previously
stated.
At midnight, the enemy may be felled if one
sacrifices in fire in a yoni shaped pit, offering
meat in a devoted way, and sacrificing for
the number of days previously stated. One
may kill the enemy by disease, sword, dart,
serpent, water, flame, elephant, madness,
enemies, whirlwind, the fall of a tree or
wall, consumed by enemies. The enemies
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are unable to withstand
this prayoga.
Meditating on her as
being purple, and
seated on a bird, having
the nail and the rest of
the weapons, during
(the rising of) Virgo or
Scorpio, offering goat
flesh and much ghee,
the rays of light from the
sacrifice slay the person,
who is consumed by hot
raging fever.
If one should meditate on
her as being effulgent as
the dawn sun, offering
(in sacrifice) various red substances, ghee,
blossoms of the Kimshuka, Bandhuka,
Japa, Pala, Karavira, Kahlara, lotus, Patala,
Ashoka and various other red blossoms,
then one becomes equal to a king, very
wealthy, having great power, wafted by fly
whisks and shielded by parasols, of this
there is no doubt.
If, at night, one should meditate on her
as red, with her nail and other weapons,
and sacrifice in the various cardinal points
starting with the east for the number of days
previously stated, then one may subjugate
man, woman or the whole world. One
becomes famous, and lives on earth for a
long period like Laksmi.
One should draw a bhupura, inside of this
placing the name of the target. On the
outside one should write the earth letters.
Making an eight petal lotus, one should
write the six syllables of the mantra outside
of the two circles.
Outside the hexagon one should write the
earth letters, placing mantras inside the
angles. As previously stated, one should
write (letters) on the rim of the two circles,
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placing outside of the bhupura, in an Earth, one in each of the (six) angles,
anticlockwise direction, the letters of the outside this writing them in three groups of
three. In the centre one should also write
matrika.
the name (of the target). After reciting, the
After doing this, one should then write in
sadhaka should give animal sacrifice to
reverse the letters of the root vidya. If one
obtain whatever is desired.
should worship in this, one may paralyse
One should draw a triangle enclosed in a
the enemy and the world.
circle, outside of this drawing a hexagon,
One should write the letters of the mantra six
another hexagon, an octangular figure, and
by six in a nine angled design surrounded
another hexagon. From the edges to the
by two circles, outside of this there being an
middle one should write the naksatra, tithi
octangle design surrounded by two circles,
and day (of the target’s birth), also writing
all surrounded by a bhupura. Within the
all the matrika letters. In the centre of each
octangles, and outside of the circles, and in
of the seven mandalas, one should write
the bhupura, one should write the matrikas
the matrikas in clockwise order. One should
both clockwise and anticlockwise. One
place Hrim in the centre. If one should
should write the name (of the target) in all
worship this one obtains all siddhi. One may
the directions, and should worship the eight
command bhutas, pretas, pishachas and so
armed form, Auspicious One. Parameshvari,
forth, causing disease, attacks by elephants
employing the method previously stated, the
and other wild beasts, or pacifying them.
target becomes paralysed.
One should draw an octangular design,
One should draw three circles, outside
placing in each of the corners, sides and
them putting a hexagon surrounded by
centre a trident shape. Outside this, write
two circles. This is to be enclosed in an
the letters of the mantra together with the
octangular design, surrounded by a circle.
matrikas, placing in the middle compartment
In order one should place the letters of
the named one wishes to paralyse. One
should draw it on birch bark, on cloth, on
copper or on stone. One should always
worship it using flowers, beautiful perfumes,
then doing recitation of the mantra. Doing
the ritual at the twilights, one may always
obtain whatever is desired.
Draw a square, inside of this making
sixteen lines, extending from the cardinal
and intermediate points, which together
makes a figure of 225 compartments.
One should make a symmetrical figure
of 28 compartments by rubbing out other
of the angles made. In the central three
compartments one should write the target
and the name of the act the sadhaka wishes
to accomplish. Starting from the east, one
should write the letters of the mantra.
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This great yantra is called the vajra, giving
the totality of whatever is wished for by
sadhakas. Wherever this is placed, whether
written on copper, stone and so forth, there
can never dwell thieves, bhutas, diseases,
ailments, serpents, bad planets, pretas,
pisacas and so forth. In whichever house
this yantra is placed on the junction points
of the homestead design (vastu), there
can never exist black magic, ailments or
disease.
From the north west, south east, south
west and north east, draw 12 lines, making
a vajra figure of 21 compartments. In the
centre of these one should draw the name
of whatever is to be accomplished, outside
of this, in a clockwise direction, writing the
letters of the alphabet. After worshipping
this and drawing it, whether it be on copper,
stone or whatever, disease, bhutas, planets,
madness, pisacas and the kleshas of the
mind can never enter or afflict one.
If one should draw the previously described
vajra in a golden colour within the centre of
a pot, filling it with milk, and if one should
invoke Devi in this liquid, and worship her
therein, oblating and offering flowers and
reciting the vidya 3000 times, subsequently
bathing oneself with the liquid, and drinking
some of it, then one becomes free of bodily
kleshas, and lives happily on earth.
After making a circle measuring four finger
breadths, one should put outside of it,
two measures by two measures, eleven
compartments. From each of these two by
two measures one should draw lines. After
putting tridents in the compartments, one
should surround the whole with the letters of
the alphabet, and placing the named in the
centre. After indrawing the Devi via breath
into this yantra, and worshipping from the
east clockwise, then reciting the vidya, one
may achieve whatever is desired.
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Notes
Varahi, also known as Panchami, or the
Fivefold One, bears the relation of “father”
to Lalita, although pictured as a Devi. The
mother form is Kurukulla Tara. Varahi gives
four fires and Kurukulla five Shaktis -- this
forming the complex shape in the centre
of Shri Yantra.
Varahi is fivefold as water, fire, earth, air
and aether. These elements are related
to lion, tiger, elephant, horse and Garuda
-- the bird-human vehicle of Vishnu. Their
colours are dark green, red, yellow, black
and purple.
Her mantra vidya of 110 letters is: Aim
glaum aim namo bhagavati vartali vartali
varahi varahi varahamukhi varahamukhi
andhe andhini nama rundhe rundhini namah
jambhe jambhini namah mohe mohini nama
stambhe stambhini namah sarvadushta
pradadushtanam earvesham sarvabak
chitta chakshurmukhagatijihvastambham
kuru kuru shighram rashyam kuru kuru
aim glaum thah thah thah thah hum phat
svaha.
Her yantra is a triangle enclosed within a
circle, a hexagram surrounding this, and
the hexagram itself being surrounded by
two circles.
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